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Introduction
VisionFirst Advisors was pleased to be selected by The Partnership to develop its first economic
development strategic plan for Vicksburg-Warren County. The very formation of The
Partnership is a significant milestone for the community, indicating a new thinking and
approach to economic development are underway. It has been a pleasure to work with the
leadership of this effort, as well as the staff and community stakeholders. We have truly come to
appreciate what this unique city and county have to offer.
Unique is a key word for Vicksburg-Warren County. While one can point to communities that are
similar in size and demographics, logistical advantages, research assets or with similar history, none
contain all four. We observed an excitement among community members to move beyond the past
and chart a new course for the future – one that retains and honors all that makes the community
what it is.
Vicksburg-Warren County is experiencing challenges that are neither surprising nor uncommon, nor
are they likely to solve themselves. A focused, concerted effort is critical to
address these challenges while enabling growth and economic prosperity.
For impactful change to take place, the community must leverage the
resources already in place and approach them with a fresh perspective. The
formation of The Partnership combines resources and brings focus to the
economic development efforts, which is an important step in the right
direction.
To build opportunities that keep and attract talent, The Partnership and
other stakeholders must change the way that economic development has
been pursued and embrace a new, more holistic approach to growing the
economy. An economic development strategy must continue to focus on
recruitment and retention strategies, yet, The Partnership must look at
ALL means of building the economy and supporting and developing the
workforce that sustains it. The plan outlines an expanded scope of work to
include business formation, technology transfer and entrepreneurship.
Aspirational strategies centered around historic and creative assets, as well
as the development of a downtown riverfront are also included.
There is no doubt that The Partnership has the leadership in place
and community support to tackle this challenge. The time for action
is now.
Sincerely,

Gray Swoope
President & CEO, VisionFirst Advisors
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Project Approach & Overview
Vicksburg-Warren County is steeped in rich culture and historic community assets. It found a level
of success in growing its manufacturing industry base due to its strategic location in the state and
access to the Mississippi River. But
its economic development falls
short of the true level of success the
community can achieve.
Today, Vicksburg-Warren County is
at a critical juncture and must align
multiple organizations in a unified
mission and vision for economic
development. With new economic
development leadership in place
and the formation of The
Partnership, the time is now to
develop a comprehensive plan to
move forward. Increased
competition and fewer projects
means economic development
organizations must remain competitive by constantly planning, implementing, evaluating and
adjusting to market conditions. Additionally, communities must consider a broader approach to
grow the economy to ensure prosperity for all segments of the population. The following pages
contain a strategic economic development plan that offers goals to position the community to move
forward while developing a high-performing economic development entity.
While this plan is an important step for the community, the plan is not the action. Plans and
assessments are only of value if they are implemented. To properly use this strategic plan as a
catalyst, community leaders must unify themselves to take advantage of the community’s assets,
overcome its challenges and work together to reinvigorate the community’s growth and long-term
outlook. Outlined below is the approach taken to develop the strategic plan.
The project approach includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Review of organizational missions and development of a community vision;
Assessment of community assets and gathering of stakeholder input;
Benchmark against similar communities;
Development of implementation recommendations; and
Recommendations for tracking and performance measuring.
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Listening to Community & Business Leaders
The approach to this project has
been done in phases, with the first
phase focusing on obtaining the
voice of the community. VisionFirst,
along with The Partnership, outlined
its plan of work to include in-person
interviews and group discussions.
VisionFirst Advisors spoke to more
than 70 people – to gather input
from local leaders, community
advocates and business executives.
(A complete list of interviews can be found
in the addendum.)
However, to ensure the broader
citizenship had the opportunity to be
heard, a community survey was
distributed to gather input from
residents on where they would like
the county to focus its economic
development efforts throughout the
long-term. The survey posed
questions on the future development
of the county, recruitment of
industry, barriers to growth,
workforce and quality of life. The
survey was shared on social media,
by email and in the local newspaper.
In total, 237 individuals completed
the survey.
This open dialogue with various
private and public-sector leaders and
stakeholders provided context as
VisionFirst developed a suite of recommendations and strategies that reflected the priorities of the
community, with an awareness of the existing challenges and a focus on measurable as well as
achievable goals and objectives. Although the interviews provided important baseline information,
the strategies recommended are not merely a compilation of the feedback provided. Instead they are
built around the firm’s insight, experience and industry best practices.
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Community Interest Survey
Beyond key stakeholders in the economic development
“There is no ONE
process, it was important to provide a mechanism for
Vicksburg Identity.”
interested community members to give input. Resident input is
essential for not only the development of the strategic plan but
to build a base of understanding and support to accomplish the goals which are laid out. Community
feedback provides what perceptions around the strategic plan process exist, what type of growth and
industry is wanted, residents’ thoughts about the region’s future and how they feel about the quality
of life that they currently enjoy.
To that end, VisionFirst Advisors along with The Partnership leadership sought public input
through an online survey. The survey was open for approximately one month and was promoted via
traditional and social media, garnering 237 total responses. The response, while not large enough to
be considered a representative sample, provides a broad perspective from the community to add to
other sources, input and feedback as previously noted.
Demographics of the respondents include:
•

•

•

78 percent identified themselves as White/Caucasian, while 10 percent identified themselves as
Black/African American and 10 percent chose not to answer. 37 percent (the majority) of those
taking the survey were between the ages of 45-59and 67 percent have earned a bachelor’s degree
or higher.
In comparison, Warren County’s demographic profile consists of 49.1 percent White/Caucasian
and 48.3 percent Black/ African American with a median age of 38, and 23.3 percent with a
bachelor’s degree or higher. The City of Vicksburg is 28.1 percent White/Caucasian and 68.5
percent Black/ African American with a median age of 35.1 and 21.6 percent with a bachelor’s
degree or higher.
About half those surveyed are comfortable with attracting new industry or growth with top
industries identified as advanced manufacturing, tourism and entrepreneurial growth.

In looking at the themes of responses, highlights of feedback include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“There is no ONE Vicksburg identity.”
“If Vicksburg shall be a small town, then resolve to be a small town, but if you’re interested in
growth, you’ll have to stop doing the same things and expecting different results.”
“Working more with Corps of Engineers.”
“Federal government workers more engaged in the community.”
“A city/county that has capitalized on tourism with the National Park.”
“All of these would be fantastic, but I don't see current mindset and politicians
allowing/fostering any of them to happen.”
“I think you need some diversity involved. It’s the same people planning over and over.”

Included below is a synopsis of the results.
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Question 1: From an economic development standpoint, where do you see Vicksburg-Warren
County in five years? (Check all that apply)
Most respondents ranked, “A county with vibrant downtowns and neighborhoods that appeal to
young business leaders and families,” as a priority for the community. Although many respondents
were not optimistic about these possibilities becoming a reality, some included additional comments
such as:
•
•
•

“Stagnant. Spinning in the mud until Vicksburg-Warren invests [in] its infrastructure to stimulate
economic growth.”
“Hopeful of all, but hold serious doubts of commitment to plans being advanced and
completed.”
“My perception is that development will be slow at best due to an unmotivated population, high
crime rate, concerns over education system and a disinterested local government.”
Choices
Low unemployment (everyone who wants a job has a job)
Positive population growth
Community that has capitalized on assets of the river
Home to clean advanced manufacturing firms
Supportive of entrepreneurialism and entrepreneurs
A county that can build, spin off and sustain businesses in all parts of the county
A county with vibrant downtowns and neighborhoods that appeal to young business
leaders and families
Other (please specify)

Responses
24.47%
35.44%
48.95%
16.88%
38.40%
24.05%
54.01%
32.07%

Question 2: What do you see as the county’s greatest strengths in attracting new businesses?
(Rank the following on a scale of 1 being “Not a strength” to 5 being “Substantial strength.”)
Residents believe that the community possesses a great deal of strengths, specifically its location and
affordability. Also, scoring well is its support of entrepreneurs and small businesses, which should
increase when the Mississippi Hardware project is completed.
Choices
Connectivity – location,
traffic and roadways
Affordability
Organized Business
leadership (for example
Vicksburg-Warren County
Chamber)

Available
sites/buildings
Support of
entrepreneurs and small
business
Tax environment

Not a
strength

4

Substantial
strength

Weighted
average

2

3

8.05%
9.09%

5.51%
11.26%

14.41%
25.11%

30.93%
31.60%

41.10%
22.94%

3.92
3.48

9.83%

11.11%

26.92%

35.47%

16.67%

3.38

8.90%

16.53%

22.03%

36.86%

15.68%

3.34

13.92%
9.05%

10.13%
11.64%

32.49%
46.98%

31.22%
25.00%

12.24%
7.33%

3.18
3.1
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Quality of life
Ease of doing business
Existing industry
Opportunities for
higher education
Education (public and
private)
Workforce talents

13.25%
13.79%
14.72%

15.38%
13.79%
24.24%

35.04%
33.62%
35.06%

24.36%
31.47%
21.21%

11.97%
7.33%
4.76%

3.06
3.05
2.77

24.24%

22.94%

30.30%

15.58%

6.93%

2.58

31.36%
31.03%

25.85%
26.72%

23.31%
28.45%

12.71%
9.91%

6.78%
3.88%

2.38
2.29

Question 3: How comfortable are you with the recruitment and growth of new industry and
businesses to the county? Industries and businesses such as logistics and distribution, advanced
manufacturing and more.
While about 50 percent of respondents are comfortable with additional industry, there is a
significant population that is uncomfortable with it at 21.1 percent. As Vicksburg-Warren County
refines its economic development program of work, these residents will need proactive
communications on the importance of business recruitment and the benefits to the community.
Choices
Extremely comfortable
Comfortable
Neither comfortable nor uncomfortable
Uncomfortable
Extremely uncomfortable

Responses
20.25%
29.54%
29.11%
12.24%
8.86%

Question 4: What type of businesses and industry do you want to see in Vicksburg-Warren
County? (Check all that apply.)
Those who support business favor advanced manufacturing, tourism, technology-based companies
and homegrown businesses. Each aligns well with existing efforts while providing opportunities to
further leverage assets at the U.S. Army Engineer Research and Development Center (ERDC).
Answer Choices
Advanced Manufacturing/Light industry (distribution/warehousing operations, advance
manufacturing, research & development, etc.)
Tourism
Technology and other innovative companies
Homegrown/local entrepreneurial businesses
Retail
River transport
Service providers (medical, financial, higher education, etc.)
Healthcare/Biomedical/Telemedicine
Heavy industrial
Back-office type operations (call centers, accounting, financial services, etc.)
Other (please specify)

Responses
73.84%
69.62%
66.24%
65.82%
65.40%
62.03%
54.85%
50.21%
37.55%
32.49%
13.08%
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Question 5: What barriers do you see that currently impede growth for the county? (Rank the
following on a scale of 1 being “Not a barrier” to 5 being “Substantial barrier.”)

Respondents feel that education and workforce are barriers to growth, which was a sentiment noted
in meetings. The need for a shared vision by all was also noted as a significant barrier.
Choices
Lack of workforce and/or lack
of trained workforce
Education/Quality of Schools
Lack of shared vision
Need for specialized workforce
training
Crime and personal safety
Access to higher education
Infrastructure
Lack of access to capital for
small businesses and start-ups
Concerns about progress
impacting the current quality of
life
Restrictive regulatory
environment

Not a
barrier
2.55%

2

3

4
31.06%

Substantial
barrier
44.68%

Weighted
average
4.11

4.68%

17.02%

2.98%
5.15%
4.27%

8.51%
11.59%
7.69%

19.57%
18.45%
27.78%

28.51%
29.61%
32.48%

40.43%
35.19%
27.78%

3.95
3.78
3.72

6.36%
6.49%
6.87%
4.35%

14.83%
14.72%
14.16%
13.91%

28.39%
28.14%
35.62%
44.35%

22.46%
29.44%
24.46%
23.04%

27.97%
21.21%
18.88%
14.35%

3.51
3.44
3.34
3.29

18.97%

21.98%

28.02%

16.81%

14.22%

2.85

10.30%

25.32%

45.06%

10.73%

8.58%

2.82

Question 6: What should be Vicksburg-Warren County’s top measurable goals or strategies for
economic development? (What would the community like to achieve?) Please select up to five
strategies.

Issues surrounding workforce also ranked high in this question. However, in respondents’
comments many noted a need for the community to change its direction, find a unified vision and
think beyond silos.
•

•
•

“If Vicksburg shall be a small town, then resolve to be a small town. But if you’re interested in
growth, you’ll have to stop doing the same things and expecting different results. For the people
who will pour money into your economy if given the chance, provide SIGNIFICANTLY
improved shopping options, quality education AND childcare, and of course—
affordable/modern/attractive housing.”
“Strategic Vision for Tourism. Get city behind it.”
“Remove the ‘political ideologies’ and move to ‘meet the need’ strategies and actions.”
Answer Choices
Increase job skills of local labor force
Support for the creation of new jobs
Encourage and support the growth of existing businesses and industries
Better communication of Vicksburg-Warren County as a potential business location
Encourage downtown or town center revitalization through business growth

Responses
70.89%
57.38%
54.01%
49.79%
48.10%
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Further create product to attract new business and industry
Establish a strong entrepreneurial climate/increase access to capital for innovative new
businesses
Continue to improve the business climate (tax environment; regulatory climate and
permitting)
Strategic leveraging of all local and regional assets for job creation and investment
Diversify the economic base
Incrementally raise per capita income over time
Support access to technology resources and infrastructure such as internet for business
use
Other (please specify)

46.84%
42.62%
41.77%
38.82%
36.71%
30.38%
29.11%
8.44%

Question 7: In addition to the Vicksburg-Warren County Chamber, the Port Commission and the
Economic Development Foundation, what key community organizations should be involved in
the creation and implementation of the economic development plan? (Check all that apply.)
Respondents overwhelming showed an interest in having numerous diverse voices and leaders
included in the development and implementation of an economic development strategic plan.
Comments noted the need for new leaders, educational leaders and the voice of business.
•
•
•
•

“Leaders of organizations who can provide workforce training.”
“Successful business leadership in the area.”
“Educational institutions.”
“All the power is under certain departments. Need to expand the leadership roles.”
Answer Choices
Local municipal government
County government
Main Street or downtown marketing organization
Elected officials
Other business organizations
Small Business Development Centers
Civic/Service organizations, i.e. Rotary, Kiwanis
Utilities
Faith-based organizations and entities
Other (please specify)

Responses
76.79%
76.37%
68.78%
64.56%
59.49%
57.38%
46.84%
44.30%
36.71%
14.35%
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Questions 8, 9 and 10 were optional and included to provide demographic information about
the respondents.

Race
Prefer not to
answer
10%

Asian Other
0% 1%

Hispanic
1%
Black or
African
American
10%

Age

60+

27%

White/Caucasian
78%

18-29
9%

30-44
27%

45-59
37%

Educational Attainment
High school
degree or
equivalent
(e.g., GED)
4%

Less than
High school
degree
1%
Some college
but no degree
15%

Graduate
degree
33%

Associate degree
13%

Bachelor
degree
34%
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Key Takeaways from Public Engagement
The summary below outlines the viewpoints expressed during the interviews as well as the survey
and are not necessarily the expression of an individual or VisionFirst Advisors. In addition,
regardless of whether the takeaways are true or not, they are the perception of the community and
must be addressed and/or corrected.
Renewed Optimism in Economic Development Leadership
• Leaders and businesses recognize the improvements and passion of the new leadership.
• The community is already seeing progress and enthusiasm within the organization.
Unmatched Community Assets
• The federal assets in ERDC, the Army Corps of Engineers and national laboratories is
unmatched in the Southeast.
• There is exceptional public art, culture and history in the community.
• Downtown renewal and increased riverboat visitors provide an opportunity for increased
business formation.
• The community offers integrated transportation infrastructure; interstate access, rail and port.
• Location in proximity to capital city and Continental Tire offers opportunities.
• Securing the opening of the river bridge for pedestrian use could be a visitor attraction gamechanger for the community.
Need to Update/Upgrade Product
• The Port reflects its age, needs updating and is nearing full capacity.
• Community leadership needs to determine the value proposition of renovating spec building
versus demolition.
• The interstate interchange access into CERES is limiting to certain vehicles.
• Stakeholders at all levels note the lack of housing options for mid-level professionals.
Negative Internal Dialogue
• Frustrations with governments at the local level.
• There are negative perceptions surrounding education despite new initiatives.
• There are negative perceptions around crime.
Talent Remains a Question for Existing & Potential Employers
• There is a need for skilled manufacturing labor.
• A lack of workforce interpersonal skills exists.
Lack of a Unified Vision for the Community
• Leaders are not working toward a common goal.
• Perceptions surrounding certain levels of government are unfavorable.
• Government can better engage community leaders in collaborative strategies.
• Young professionals are engaged but do not know how to meaningfully get involved in
leadership.
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Benchmarking Vicksburg-Warren County
The competition for jobs and capital investment is just that, a competition. It plays out every day in
many aspects from attracting new businesses, making decisions to expand current ones and
entrepreneurs determining where to start. Like sports, communities must figure out ways to keep
score, look at data and compare itself to others participating.
VisionFirst uses community benchmarking - not to draw comparison of growth or size trends, but
to look at common elements for best practices and valuable lessons of improvement. Leaders should
not get caught up in the conversation of how to be like another community nor should they
conclude there is no value in a community whose metrics are greatly negative but has a lesson for
learning. In the end, benchmarking is about Vicksburg-Warren County creating its own image and
taking the best practices of others to tailor into a plan that works for it.
To identify the best and most
achievable economic development
strategies for Vicksburg-Warren
County, VisionFirst Advisors
conducted high-level research
comparing the community to two
similar counties:
•

•

McCracken County, Kentucky
(Paducah): A river community
with industries that take
advantage of its waterfront
location. The community has
also focused revitalization
efforts on its riverfront and cultural
heritage leading it to become one of the
state’s top tourist destinations.
Crittenden County, Arkansas (West
Memphis): Also, a river community on
the Mississippi just minutes away from a
major metropolitan area in Memphis.
West Memphis is demographically
similar to Warren County, and its
economy is driven by logistics and manufacturing.

Both communities were chosen due to their similar size and demographic make-up in addition to
being riverfront communities with a strong industry base. Both communities also have leveraged
their logistical assets and riverfronts for industry diversification as well as improved quality of place
features.
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In addition to basic demographic and geographic information, further research was conducted to
provide a broader picture of how the community compares to the state and the nation, including:
•
•
•

Data on the number of residential permits issued;
Number of women and minority-owned businesses; and
Migration and inflow/outflow were included for comparison purposes. Additional research was
conducted to provide a broader picture of how the community compares to the state and nation.

Conclusions from the Data
•

•

•

•

•

Although in the interviews leaders felt the population was aging, the community has a median
age similar to the state. Warren County’s median age is 38 while the state is 36.7 and the nation is
37.7. Moreover, 33.7 percent of the population is under 24 years old.
The location of both ERDC and the USACE bolsters the community’s educational attainment
with 32.4 percent of the population having an associate degree or higher compared to the state
at 31.5 percent.
The community’s poverty rate is significant at 23.7 percent – 8.1 percent higher than the national
average. Higher than average poverty rates can be linked to higher crime rates1 which totaled 344
offenses per 100,000 population compared to 167 offenses on average in similar sized counties.
However, Crittenden County Arkansas totaled more than 1,300 offenses while McCracken
County had 202 offenses.2
Both Professional, Scientific and Technical Services and Manufacturing are top industries that
offer higher than average wages at $82,537 an $52,410 respectively. However, as the community
seeks to increase its retail and tourism efforts, it must consider that it currently has one of the
lowest annual wages and could exasperate additional socioeconomic challenges.
Although there is a relatively low median home price – $109,500 – compared to $184,700
nationwide3, the low number of residential building permits of just six and low homeowner
vacancy is leaving limited options for residents and potential residents.4

Why Paducah & West Memphis?
In choosing the comparable communities,
Paducah was chosen because of its ability to
leverage both its waterfront and creative
assets for increased tourism and economic
opportunity. In 2013, the United Nations
Educational Scientific & Cultural
Organization (UNESCO) designated
Paducah a UNESCO Creative City. As the
seventh city designated in the creative field
of Crafts & Folk Art, Paducah’s important
Office of Policy Development and Research (PD&R) U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
National Association of Counties – County Explorer
3 JobsEQ
4 StatsAmerica
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role in the connectivity of cultures, particularly through quilting and the fiber arts, was recognized.
In earning this designation, the community has embraced its rich arts history not only for tourism
but as part of its economic development efforts. Its river and arts heritage are featured on the
economic development website and woven into its messaging. Although the tourism and economic
development organizations maintain separate logo identities, common themes appear in their
websites further linking and branding the community.
Throughout the strategic plan process,
the topic of the bridge and making it
pedestrian friendly became a recurrent
theme of conversation. For
benchmarking purposes West Memphis,
Crittenden County was ideal. The
communities of and around Memphis,
Tennessee and West Memphis,
Arkansas started the Big River Initiative,
which is a collection of projects to
activate and celebrate the Mississippi
River and its surrounding landscape.
The initiative has launched Big River
Crossing, the country's longest active
rail/bicycle/pedestrian bridge and the
longest public pedestrian bridge across the Mississippi. It also serves as the centerpiece of Main
Street to Main Street, a 10-mile multi-modal corridor between Memphis and West Memphis. Since
its opening, the pedestrian/bike bridge has seen 300,000 visitors. As a result of the increased traffic,
businesses have expanded, and the community has seen an increase in entrepreneurship along the
trail.

Looking Long-Term at Chattanooga
When thinking of revitalized river communities which have harnessed assets for increased economic
diversity and improved visitor experiences, the city that is most often mentioned is Chattanooga. It’s
easy to understand why. In the late 1960s the air quality was so poor that residents needed to use
their lights to drive during the day and the city earned the designation of the most polluted city in
the country. It served as a wake-up call for public and private leadership to come together and
initiate the difficult process of change. However, that change came with a price. Many of the
community’s traditional businesses and sectors left for other countries or communities. Yet, that
same leadership which helped improve the air quality, used the decline in the economy to
conceptualize a new Chattanooga. This effort was led by private foundations and leadership and
became Vision 2000, which was created in the 1980s. The RiverCity Company was formally
organized in 1986 and was given $12 million by eight local foundations and seven financial
institutions. From there, the aquarium opened in 1992 and the Walnut Street Bridge opened in 1993
using funds that were meant to demolish the bridge and instead were repurposed for renovation.5

5

Project for Public Spaces
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This historic change took some time, but it is notable that community members spirited the change,
not single government entities. It was a vision embraced by an entire community to transform a
traditional smoke-stack city to one alive with natural and creative assets. But the work didn’t end
with a bridge, aquarium, revitalized neighborhoods and increased tourism. More recently, the city
leveraged $110 million from the American Reinvestment and Recovery Act to build a gigabit fiber
optic network along the utilities’ right of way. Launched in 2010, the city has used the gig network to
drive business formation efforts. The city created the Innovation District, the first mid-size city to
do so,6 sponsored a start-up competition and improved the neighborhood’s shops and restaurants.
In the first two years, the city hosted 4,000 events and 600 companies. Today, the Innovation
District has attracted over $1 billion in investment to Chattanooga, housing 671 businesses within
the 140-acre district, employing roughly 14,000 people.7
Vicksburg-Warren County is poised and positioned to transform its community into another
American success story like Chattanooga. But it requires leaders to come together and dig-deep for
funding. At the same time residents must be engaged, passionate and patient. Chattanooga’s
comeback hasn’t ceased since 1960. Vicksburg-Warren County shouldn’t seek to become
Chattanooga, but rather use it as an inspiration of what can happen when a community comes
together to transform itself.

See more detailed comparison data on the following page.

6
7

Innovation District of Chattanooga
Inc. Magazine: How Chattanooga Created $1.8B In Startup Exits In Under 5 Years
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Percent
Warren
County,
MS
Demographics
Population (ACS)
Age2

Median
Race: White
Race: Black or African
American
Race: American Indian
and Alaska Native
Race: Asian
Race: Native Hawaiian
and Other Pacific
Islander
Race: Some Other Race
Race: Two or More
Races
Hispanic or Latino (of
any race)
Population Growth
Population (Pop
Estimates)5
Population Annual
Average Growth5
Economic
Labor Force
Participation Rate and
Size (civilian population
16 years and over)
Median Household
Income2

Vicksburg
Warren
County
(45-minute
radius)

Value

Hamilton
County, TN

Chattanooga
TN-GA MSA

Warren
County,
MS

Vicksburg
Warren
County
(45-minute
radius)

Hamilton
County, TN

Chattanooga
TN-GA MSA

—

—

—

—

47,834

416,387

351,305

544,522

—
49.1%

—
32.8%

—
75.3%

—
81.6%

38.0
23,482

35.2
136,673

39.3
264,700

39.8
444,106

48.3%

64.9%

19.8%

13.7%

23,123

270,389

69,518

74,793

0.1%
0.8%

0.1%
0.7%

0.1%
2.0%

0.2%
1.6%

55
391

457
2,802

451
6,925

1,014
8,544

0.0%
0.6%

0.0%
0.7%

0.0%
0.8%

0.0%
0.7%

0
279

96
2,917

134
2,872

245
3,956

1.1%

0.7%

1.9%

2.2%

504

3,053

6,705

11,864

2.1%

1.8%

5.1%

4.1%

1,002

7,500

17,813

22,223

—

—

—

—

46,768

407,292

361,613

556,548

-0.5%

-0.4%

1.1%

0.8%

-240

-1,820

3,683

4,345

56.3%

57.1%

62.4%

61.0%

20,992

185,531

177,558

268,056

—

—

—

—

$40,475

$36,356

$49,434

$47,751
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Per Capita Income
Poverty Level (of all
people)

—

—

—

—

$22,110

$20,165

$28,456

$26,327

23.7%

27.4%

14.8%

15.2%

11,252

108,874

50,631

80,808

Union Membership3
5.6%
Educational Attainment, Age 25-64
No High School
Diploma
11.1%
High School Graduate
32.7%
Some College, No
Degree
23.8%
Associates Degree
9.1%
Bachelor's Degree
14.5%
Postgraduate Degree
8.8%
Housing
Total Housing Units
—

5.4%

6.9%

7.0%

—

—

—

—

14.2%
29.6%

10.5%
25.1%

12.2%
28.3%

2,746
8,080

30,263
62,882

19,652
46,930

35,101
81,522

24.8%
8.5%
14.4%
8.5%

24.1%
8.9%
20.7%
10.7%

24.1%
9.2%
17.5%
8.8%

5,877
2,244
3,590
2,187

52,761
18,100
30,710
18,053

45,105
16,653
38,793
20,000

69,420
26,484
50,378
25,489

—

—

—

21,868

179,110

154,903

238,504

—

—

—

—

$109,500

$97,880

$162,900

$149,700

4.8%

5.3%

2.1%

2.4%

121

1,341

368

647

Median House Value (of
owner-occupied units)2
Social
Disconnected Youth4
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Key Indicator Benchmarks
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SWOT Analysis
Based on the conversations with stakeholders and desktop research, the VisionFirst team identified
the community’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats regarding Vicksburg-Warren
County’s economic development efforts as well as its competitiveness in the region. This analysis
relied heavily on qualitative input as well as industry knowledge.
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Leverage Points
Far too often SWOT analyses are conducted for discovery purpose only, yet VisionFirst goes far
beyond just the initial step. Given the strengths and opportunities the Vicksburg-Warren County
community possesses as well as its weaknesses and threats, VisionFirst looks to develop strategies
that help leverage or capitalize on each strength or opportunity and to minimize or mitigate
weaknesses and threats. These strategies or “leverage points” help illustrate the timeliest, most
important calls-to-action for the community to strengthen its position, achieve its mission and move
Vicksburg-Warren County to a greater competitive stance for jobs and investment.
STRENGTH

LEVERAGE POINTS
•

Promote tech transfer and business opportunities in the
community by leveraging the tremendous community benefit
of ERDC and USACE leadership engagement.

•

Update the economic development strategy by defining what
economic development is for Vicksburg-Warren County.
Address product needs including workforce.

ERDC & USACE
Economic Development
Leadership

•

WEAKNESS

LEVERAGE POINTS

No Unified Vision Across
Governments

•

Define and develop a unified community vision that
leverages assets and mitigates negative dialogue.

•

Leverage the community’s unmatched position and history
along the Mississippi River to serve as a centerpiece for
tourism, small business formation and quality of place
efforts.

Dated Waterfront
OPPORTUNITIES

LEVERAGE POINTS
•

Develop a framework that promotes entrepreneurial
development and business formation efforts.

•

Leverage the innovation and new leadership in the K-12 and
community college to build a pipeline of young talent that
want to stay in the community. Engage young leaders already
in the community.

•

Reposition the community’s self-image (brand) to one that
internal audiences can connect with and that will appeal to
external.

•

Update port strategy working with local, state and federal
partners and assess the value proposition of a new port
location and its return on investment.

Mississippi Hardware Project

Engage Citizens & Young Leaders

Change Internal Dialogue

Port Strategy
THREATS

LEVERAGE POINTS
•

Lack of Trust & Lack of Capacity
to Implement

Create broad, diverse workgroups (committees and
taskforces) to address specific strategies under the direction
of The Partnership.
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Situation Analysis
A time to look ahead…
Communities are constantly changing
and evolving – they are always in motion.
There comes a point in the trajectory of a
community where it must decide how it
wants to evolve, how it wants to grow
and how it wants to be identified by
community members and those looking
at the community from the outside.
Vicksburg-Warren County is at this
critical point.
It is a community steeped in history, yet
also one with an internal image that is
negative and conflicted. Residents and
leaders are looking for a future that
offers economic progress, a revitalization of assets and an
identity that leverages the community’s culture, but many
are doubtful that any of those things will ever become a
reality. There is a sense of prolonged disappointment
about promises made that were never delivered and a
belief that the workforce/talent pipeline is unprepared.
These beliefs are anchored in statistics and numbers that
are continually held up as examples of the community’s
barriers – its D school district rating, its declining
population, its lack of new housing and ongoing news
stories about crime. Although these metrics are valid, they
have become so engrained in the psyche of the
community to where the community can no longer see the potential for forward progress and
momentum.
For Vicksburg-Warren County to ever find true economic prosperity – residents and leaders must
serve as relentless champions to make it happen. The community must stop looking behind and
start looking ahead. Vicksburg-Warren County has attracted a group of new leaders focused on
taking the community forward – a new economic developer and economic development leadership,
a new mayor and alderman, a new director of the US Army Corps of Engineers’ Engineer Research
and Development Center (ERDC), a new hospital CEO, a new school superintendent and a new
vice president of Vicksburg-Warren County campus of Hinds Community College (HCC). With this
new leadership there is now a reinvigorated sense of coordination and collaboration, and now by
coming together under a unified vision, the efforts will be made stronger.
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To ensure implementation takes place quickly and efficiently, there needs to be a central effort to
coordinate the efforts, organizations and tactics. Using this plan, The Partnership should serve
as the lead to implement the strategic initiatives, goals and strategies as the catalyst for
long-term action. Businesses, federal partners, local elected officials and community leaders should
come together, with one voice, to build on the area’s many assets and leverage its resources to allow
the community to flourish into a vibrant and robust economy.
Building on the excitement surrounding new leadership combined with the area’s strengths, the
following pages of the strategic plan focus on actionable and implementable strategies and tactics to
position Vicksburg-Warren as revitalized community with a robust manufacturing and technologytransfer infrastructure.
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Define, Develop & Execute a Unified Community Vision
Working Together to Envision and Plan
As Vicksburg-Warren County approaches the process of strategic planning, the most important step
has already been taken, making the commitment as a diverse but unified group to envision what the
future holds for the area. Now is the time to bring that vision to fruition. However, without a clear,
agreed-upon vision acting as the North Star to guide those involved in the strategic planning
process, well-intended efforts can become off-track and diffused.
Also, for this economic development strategic plan, a common definition of what economic
development uniquely means for this Vicksburg-Warren County is imperative. Individually, each
person has their own thoughts about economic development, seeing it through their own lens and in
context of the organization with which each is affiliated. This leads individuals and organizations to
define the community’s economic development efforts in a way intended to advance each
organization’s mission.
All the organizations and stakeholders interviewed have well-intended purposes, but without an
agreed-upon strategic direction, efforts in the past have been fragmented, hampering VicksburgWarren County from effectively delivering an economic development program with desired
outcomes.

Building the Momentum
While The Partnership leads the economic development efforts, the long-term success of the
community’s economy is dependent on focus, strategy and implementation across the regions
numerous organizations and governmental bodies. Under the direction of The Partnership these
organizations must collaborate and leverage their strengths and assets to arrive at a common
destination. The job is simply too big for one person or one organization to achieve. A team
approach is imperative, and desired, to accomplish visionary growth.
Together, The Partnership and partner organizations must:
•
•
•

Assess the value of their programs and efforts;
Identify gaps that impact the community’s ability to be competitive; and
Explore differences in approach and commit to a joint strategy for action.

Creating a positive dynamic and demonstrating effective collaboration fosters a momentum that
excites and engages the community and provides a model that achieves results faster than ever seen
before.
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Mission Clarity – Vicksburg Warren County Economic
Development Partnership’s “Four Ws”
VICKSBURG - MORE THAN YOU EVER IMAGINED
Tech centered, enterprising, cool, historic, and art-filled

4
3
2
1
•

FOR WHOM

WHY

WHAT

WHO
WHO: The professional team, board of directors and stakeholders leading Vicksburg-Warren
County Partnership efforts and a vocal advocate for initiatives that improve the community’s
competitiveness, quality of life.

•

WHAT: To coordinate the resources and activities of the Vicksburg-Warren County Partnership,
Economic Development Foundation, the Port Commission and Chamber of Commerce.

•

WHY: To facilitate a growth in the population, increased education levels, and to create a new
economy for the region.
FOR WHOM: The people of Vicksburg-Warren County and the surrounding region.

•

Defining Economic Development
Community economic development is not a one-size-fits-all process. Each city, county and region is
unique in its citizens’ desires for the future. They all have exclusive assets, a mix of resources and
different challenges, so it follows too that the community’s definition of what economic
development means is distinct. Through VisionFirst’s site visits to Vicksburg-Warren County,
stakeholder interviews, the community survey, the principals’ depth of experience in leading
economic development at the state level in Mississippi, and in working closely with The
Partnership’s leaders, we developed a clear understanding of Vicksburg-Warren County’s resources
and capabilities. As a result, VisionFirst Advisors suggests a more specific definition of economic
development that should be adopted internally and communicated to all stakeholders.

Economic development for Vicksburg-Warren County focuses on the successful
deployment of regional leadership and coordination of efforts to implement a planned
course of action that leverages the region’s assets, unique resources and talent to support
the growth of a new economy.
In addition to the activities associated with traditional economic development, this definition is
broad enough to take into consideration opportunities for economic expansion. It better leverages
the technological and innovation assets of the region as well as cultural, natural and arts assets to
spawn new homegrown, innovative businesses.
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Vision - Identifying Vicksburg-Warren County’s North Star
Vicksburg-Warren County Chamber, the Foundation and the Port Commission have well-defined
missions that outline each entity’s reason for existence and guides its priorities. However, it is not
necessarily an organization’s mission that inspires others to collaborate with The Partnership for the
community’s economic growth.
VisionFirst Advisors believes that communities who share an overarching vision to which their
citizens, organizations and government can work together to achieve, ultimately experience the most
success and find that their ability to collaborate successfully on seemingly insurmountable objectives
is strengthened. In working with communities and their citizens, VisionFirst identifies the
community’s “North Star,” as “a common vision that describes the community's values and
aspirations and creates a shared image of what they want their community to become in the
future. This vision is too big for any one organization, person or group to achieve by
themselves – it can only be accomplished by working together.”
This core purpose, vision or North Star, which resonates with all those who have a role in the
economic development of Vicksburg-Warren County – is needed to focus the collective efforts,
provide an overall clear course of action, provide inspiration as the collective group strives to meet
milestones and provide a means of knowing when the community has arrived at its destination.
Much thought went into articulating this core purpose generating lively conversations between the
leadership of The Partnership and VisionFirst that helped, ultimately, to clarify a constellation of
desired outcomes for the greater community and region. Some ideas identified by the group
centered around becoming:
o
o
o
o
o
o

A location of choice for industry, especially manufacturing
Mississippi’s top research and technology community
One of Mississippi’s top tourist locations
A more vibrant regional retail center
A destination for the arts, sports and entertainment
A city nationally recognized for its downtown

To coalesce these thoughts into one overarching “North Star” was challenging; how can one
statement best define actions that will be transformational to the community?
VisionFirst Advisors suggests the following North Star for the region as the vision to which all the
community’s efforts can be focused.

VICKSBURG - MORE THAN YOU EVER IMAGINED
Tech-centered, enterprising, cool, historic and art-filled
All those involved in or undertaking activities that impact the economic development process
should be clear as to the community’s “North Star” for economic development and refer to it to
remain on course. This North Star is authentic to Vicksburg-Warren County and is simple and
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concise enough for all who are involved to understand it in terms of how they fit into the process.
This Vision doesn’t take the place of any other organization’s mission or purpose, but rather serves
as both a guide and a promise of what the community, working together, may accomplish. If all
those working towards economic development objectives, along with those looking to improve the
community, align their broader efforts to this one point, then the outcomes envisioned by The
Partnership are certainly possible.
The Partnership, Business, Education and Public-Sector
Partners
• Economic Development Foundation of
Warren County
• Vicksburg-Warren County Chamber of
Commerce
• Vicksburg-Warren County Port Commission
• City of Vicksburg & Warren County
• ERDC & USACE
• Businesses, Industry & Employers
• Education Partners
• Workforce Partners
• State of Mississippi & Agencies
Stakeholder Groups, Organizations, Citizens
• Vicksburg CVB & Convention Center
• Community Development Organizations
• Non-Profit Organizations
• Faith-Based Organizations
• The Creative Class
• Historic Attractions & Organizations
• Civic Groups, Clubs, Societies & Other
Membership- Driven Organizations
• Citizens
• State of Mississippi & Agencies
• Others

VICKSBURG - MORE THAN YOU
EVER IMAGINED
Tech-centered, enterprising, cool,
historic, and art-filled
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Implementing the Plan
VisionFirst Advisors recommends the implementation of a strategic plan that lists goals and
strategies along with corresponding immediate, mid-term and long-term tactics and metrics, for the
broader community. This was all conceived in context of The Partnership’s ability, along with
stakeholders and other partner organizations, to accomplish. As mentioned previously, given
The Partnership’s limited staff, its ability to implement all recommended strategies and to sustain
suggested programs by itself is impossible.
VisionFirst recommends that The Partnership begin to assemble a diverse team of organizations to
collaborate with and address certain strategies such as those connected with “changing negative
perceptions.” The plan envisions
several standing committees that will
be utilized for ongoing direction and
execution at the tactical level. In
addition, some strategies would
benefit from the participation of
existing non-profits, membershipdriven organizations, associations,
faith-based groups and interested
citizens from around the region.
In addition, a theme in the
interviews was the desire for young
leaders to find a more direct way to
get involved in civic initiatives.
VisionFirst recommends involving
young professionals in ongoing
tactics and projects. Existing
organizations should seek to grow
and train volunteer leadership to
assist in community and economic
development initiatives. Working
across a broad cross-section of
organizations to accomplish specific
strategies achieves unity of purpose,
opens pathways for better
communication, aids in problem
solving and produces greater results.
While committees and taskforces will be determined and assigned based on objectives to be studied
or accomplished, VisionFirst suggests that The Partnership consider those listed below as a starting
point. The associated function for each will be explained in the strategies and tactics that follow.
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Suggested Committee or Taskforce
Communications Committee

Education & Workforce Committee

Placemaking Taskforce

Coding Academy Taskforce
Young Entrepreneurs Academy
Taskforce
Arts Community Taskforce

Function
To coordinate and collaborate across key stakeholders,
governmental entities, businesses, organizations and
groups for internal messaging and external promotions.
To interface with education and workforce entities for
the growth and ongoing improvement of VicksburgWarren County’s talent.
Explore placemaking programs; assess the feasibility of
implementing a placemaking program in VicksburgWarren County. Placemaking includes opportunities in
neighborhoods, the riverfront, downtown and in the
broader region.
Develop coding academy to fit employer needs.
Review YEA programs in others states as best practices
for the formation of a local program.
Inventory and link all arts assets throughout the region.

When searching for stakeholders and individuals who can be instrumental in the implementation
process, The Partnership should look to local and regional boards, non-profits, community
development organizations, business and industry partners, volunteers from ERDC and the Army
Corps of Engineers, clubs, faith-based organizations, government partners (at all levels) and
interested citizens, etc.
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Strategic Initiatives to Move Forward
Successful economic development efforts around the nation have strong neighborhoods, highperforming schools, diverse housing options as well as robust social sectors, which all contribute to
long-term growth and the economic well-being of a community. Each of these features is attractive
to businesses and residents. However, given the limited staff and resources of The Partnership, it is
important for this plan to outline implementable strategies related to the economic development
efforts and products of the community.
Implementation of an economic development strategy needs to be focused to be effective. As such,
the primary emphasis of the strategic initiatives outlined build upon the resources and
infrastructure that allow The Partnership to grow jobs, create businesses and build a
collaborative network of stakeholders to expand economic opportunity. The chart below
illustrates the crosscutting strategy of Define, Develop and Execute a Unified Community Vision, an
activity which should engage the entire community to change perceptions.
The three strategic initiatives serve as way to optimize the assets and opportunities for the
community. Within each strategic initiative are corresponding goals, tactics and timeframes. It is
important to note that a long-term initiative does not mean that work is not required today. The
Partnership’s capacity, prioritization and resources ultimately determine speed for
deployment. Although many of the goals within the strategies are reliant on The Partnership for
implementation, community involvement and civic responsibility are critical to long-term and
meaningful success.

Strategic Initiatives
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Initiative I: Create & Implement a Holistic Economic
Development Approach
The creation of The Partnership is an important first step in recognizing the importance of a more
comprehensive approach to economic development. Few communities have been able to bring
together business leadership,
government officials and
civic organizations to
leverage hard assets and
intellectual capital for longterm success. Those who
have, even within niche
markets, are generating
greater economic prosperity
for their citizens and
continue to experience
growth. Vicksburg-Warren
County has this opportunity.
While business recruitment
remains a key component of
economic development, a holistic
approach must be utilized.
Economic development should
extend beyond the staff of The
Partnership and optimize many of
the region’s assets such as ERDC
and existing industry to foster
innovation and business formation.
The five goals of achieving this
initiative are:
1. Increase Recruitment of
Competitive Projects
2. Expand Retention & Expansion
Efforts of Existing Industry
3. Accelerate Business Growth &
Start-Up Activity
4. Facilitate the Development of Innovation & Entrepreneurship
5. Develop the Mississippi Hardware Building as a Centerpiece of the New Economy
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Goals:
1. Increase Recruitment of Competitive Projects
Vicksburg-Warren County has long been associated with having an economic development
organization capable of competing for projects, generating jobs and attracting private investment.
The leadership has proven the ability to elevate the community’s competitiveness and has been
recognized as a strong economic development partner by Entergy Mississippi and the Mississippi
Development Authority. The most recent announcement of Industrial Wood Products of North
Carolina to locate and add 50 new jobs is a great example of success.
“The group that you guys have on the public and private side is creating business in this area,”
he said. “By far, this is best group we’ve dealt with. They facilitated us, they guided us, they
helped us get this across the line, and at the end of the day it has everything to do with the folks
here within this community to make this a possibility.” Ryan Hilsinger, CEO, Industrial
Wood Products, May 2, 2018, Vicksburg Post.
However, even with new economic development leadership working to actively generate leads,
capacity remains a challenge. In the previous sections capacity was identified as a challenge that
requires the engagement of a broader cross-section of leaders. For this goal, the increased capacity is
needed for proactive business recruitment.

Expanding the Business Development Team
A core principal of business development that VisionFirst will always highlight is the importance of
a solid team approach. Even if The Partnership could significantly increase its capacity through
additional staff it is important to think of the team beyond those within the office walls.
Never has the economic development field been more competitive. For years, companies limited
their search to certain regions with known desirable attributes. With the explosion of available online
information, companies now have data at their fingertips on thousands of sites and buildings in
every state and numerous counties. This allows communities that have struggled to compete not
only contend but also win competitive projects. Because of this, communities must ensure that every
resource is utilized, and every ally is aligned if they want to have a chance to compete and win.
Most importantly, economic development organizations must stop thinking of their team as just the
paid staff. The team should extend to those individuals and groups in the community that can
provide value to the competitiveness of Vicksburg-Warren County. As noted previously, the
community is fortunate to have new and energized leadership in The Partnership, at ERDC and in
the education community. When considering a prospective client, who are the individuals in the
community that have that industry-specific expertise. How are they included to show the prospect
Vicksburg-Warren County understands their industry? Although the list of advocates and allies in
the community may be numerous, how are they involved, to what level and are they showcasing
their expertise? Are there other business leaders in the community that understand the challenges a
new company will face? All stakeholders should be part of the team – but in the right place and at
the right time.
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The extended team should allow the prospect to see a united community ready to overcome any
challenge to that company’s location. They understand that the company is not just looking at the
potential location as a three to five-year proposition but rather the long-term future of the company.
They need to understand the community will be with them well beyond the location announcement.
Nothing demonstrates this more effectively to a prospect than engaged business and elected
leadership. VisionFirst refers to this as the “delta-team.”
This delta-team consists of all previously mentioned individuals and other resources throughout the
community. To be successful in this approach the effort must be well choreographed. It’s not
enough to just be a part of the team. Every player must fully understand his or her role. Not
everyone needs to be in front of the prospect, but every team player can provide value to the effort.
That means significant time and effort must be placed on working with the delta-team to help them
understand the importance of confidentiality when engaging with prospects, their role and expected
outcomes. If all the above is well defined and accepted by the participants, then recruitment efforts
will be bolstered. VisionFirst’s recommendation is to begin the process of defining this extended
team immediately.

Tactics:
•

Identify and continue to refine the use of a delta-team to meet the needs of prospects.
Engagement of the individual delta-team members is crucial. There must be a substantial
commitment to the preparation and execution of the team functions. Members must know and
understand their role and responsibility on the team. This preparation should include but not be
limited to:
o Develop and provide economic development training for the delta team and elected
officials;
o Provide proactive sales training for both the proposed delta team members as well as
elected officials;
o Perform mock site visits and presentations; and
o Conduct before and after-action reviews.
Without preparation, this tactic will yield limited results.

•

•

Develop relationships with key management at Continental Tire. While tire manufacturing
typically does not generate a tiered supply chain network like traditional automotive, the
proximity of the $1.45 billion investment near the Hinds/Warren County line offers potential.
As the facility moves into production, The Partnership should foster a proactive dialogue for the
exploration of potential opportunities such as maintenance facilities, research needs and supply
chain of raw materials.
Host a lunch-and-learn with members of the economic development teams at MDA and
Entergy at least two times a year. Consider doing one in person and the other using a webbased platform. Ensure that the topics go beyond traditional project and product parameters but
also highlight the intellectual capital of ERDC with a tour as well as highlighting tourism and
placemaking activities.
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2. Expand Retention & Expansion Efforts of Existing Industry
Most economic development organizations understand the importance of the employers currently in
their community. They understand the value of a strong outreach program and the return on their
engagement with local business. Yet the focus of many of these organizations centers on new
business recruitment. However, without an emphasis on engaging existing industry, a recruitment
effort will not be successful. The health of a community’s existing industry has long been a leading
indicator of the overall state of that local economy. If local businesses are growing, the economy will
soon follow suit. Conversely the opposite is true. There are many reasons for this but generally,
existing industry growth is an indication of a strong workforce, favorable business climate and a
strong market. These factors not only promote existing growth but will create new opportunities as
well, leading to competition that stimulates innovation and furthers growth.
While this is certainly the most obvious reason to develop a comprehensive business retention and
expansion outreach strategy, there are others. It has long been maintained that most of job creation
comes from existing companies. As prospective businesses consider an area for location, typically
they will reach out to local businesses to get their perspective of the area. They will ask:
•
•
•

Is the hiring process cumbersome?
Is talent readily available?
Will the area’s local leadership be a partner as the company attempts to grow?

These are just a few of the questions that will be asked of the community’s existing industry by
prospective business and, most importantly, this is done without economic development staff.
Companies can learn more in an hour conversation with a local manager than they can in months of
due diligence. For this reason, it is imperative that the economic development has a strong
relationship with the leadership in existing local businesses and industry. Ultimately, the staff wants
to ensure that both new and existing businesses see the community’s tangible and intangible benefits
such as navigating regulatory hurdles and workforce challenges. The existing businesses should tout
The Partnership and staff as an accessible and helpful partner not just for the initial location but also
in the future, when they are considering expansion. If that relationship exists, local existing
businesses will sell the community; and that is much more effective than any pitch from an
economic developer.
It is recommended that existing industry outreach plan be expanded to build stronger relationships
with company leadership. Companies that participate in comprehensive outreach programs with
economic development organizations are more likely to grow and expand. They not only benefit
from a partnership with the staff, but they know whom to call to support their need. This provides
quicker access to necessary resources, reduction in cost of doing business and improved community
services.
The end of a successful business retention and expansion strategy is an improved business climate
for the existing industry. Their challenges become the community’s challenges; but so do their
opportunities. Not every company they are competing with in the market has that kind of support
structure in the local community. Having an engaged local leadership will ultimately help to make
the company become more competitive in its own industry.
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Tactics:
•

•

•

Organize industry groups by sector to conduct roundtable discussions for
manufacturing, river/marine, hospitality and the arts. During interviews it came to light
that these sectors find value in structured, organized meetings to discuss challenges and find
ways to collectively problem solve.
Continue to support development of the strong marine and river industry cluster.
Currently, the port’s tenants employ more than 4,0008 individuals and is thereby a strong
economic catalyst for the region. The Partnership should continue to coordinate with the port
industries and HCC to expand programs to support talent development such as deck hands,
pilot boat operators, marine manufacturing, etc.
Organize elected official tours at existing businesses in the manufacturing, water
transportation, hospitality and arts sectors two times a year.

3. Accelerate Business Growth & Start-Up Activity
The Partnership should
be the continuous voice
in leading activities that
support a culture of
business formation. It is
encouraging to see
community leadership
pursuing retail
development, downtown
revitalization and other
opportunities that
support small business
formation. Ultimately, the
success of these efforts
depends on the private
sector deciding to invest
capital in the community.
The biggest barrier to
capital investment is risk. The goal is to support and accelerate efforts to make Vicksburg-Warren
County a place that easily welcomes private investment and provides a greater value proposition
than other locations being considered. In some cases, it may even be the decision to either start a
business or not. Inconsistencies in permitting, bureaucratic approvals and difficulties in starting-up a
business are all factors that negatively impact deployment of private capital and create barriers to
optimize on current market opportunities. These tactics provide awareness and help advance a
culture of selling the area as a safe place to invest in a new business.

8

Warren County Port Commission
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Tactics:
•

•

•

Utilize feedback from business roundtables and prospects to improve government
approval processes, services and support. This input should be shared with city and county
leadership to learn more about how to improve their processes and make the client experience
of investing a positive one.
Document and analyze current local incentive policies for both general industrial
projects, downtown development and prepare recommendations for local adoption to
increase the competitiveness of the region. Explore façade improvement and beautification
grants that offset some of the start-up costs associated with new businesses.
Create weekend investor forums targeted to regional family-owned business owners who
may be interested in expanding into Vicksburg. Target metro areas like Jackson, Monroe
and New Orleans: offer discounted hotel rooms during a non-peak season to introduce potential
investors to the city. Provide a guided tour and brief testimonials from professional services,
restaurants and real estate developers that have had success locating there.

4. Facilitate the Development of Innovation & Entrepreneurship
Vicksburg-Warren County enjoys numerous assets to support an ecosystem of innovation and
entrepreneurship. However, success will not happen without a focused effort to create opportunity
and advance a culture. The assets have existed for decades but there has been little success in this
growing this element of the economy.
The Partnership is positioned to leverage these community assets and be Mississippi’s leading
example for innovation and entrepreneurship. The District Office of the Army Corps of Engineers
and ERDC provide a wealth of intellectual capital only found in areas with a major university. In
addition, with its revitalized downtown and growing number of residents, it is an ideal environment
for exchange of ideas, knowledge and workplace collaboration.
Today, vibrant communities build ecosystems that support entrepreneurship and business
formation. Drivers of a business formation culture include existing industry clusters, innovation
from a nearby university or college, focused events and business incubators. These all generate ideas
for new businesses; however, the key is how to facilitate the idea from concept to a business model.
In Jim Clifton’s book, “The Coming Jobs War,” he points out that, “Innovation is not rare in
America. Neither is creativity.” He specifically states that there is an “oversupply” of both in this
country. Clifton’s further adds, “What’s wrong is that America – and most countries – have a mass
shortage, a significant undersupply, of successful business models.” This underscores the need not
just for the generation of ideas or tech transfer, but also the need for a system that fosters and
provides successful business coaching.9
For The Partnership to achieve success it is not just about creating a culture that supports business
formation, innovation and commercialization of technology, but actively increases programs and
services to generate new business models. Fortunately, Vicksburg-Warren County is an ideal location
that can be the centerpiece of this effort; however, it is just a real estate transaction without
9

The Coming Jobs War, Jim Clifton, 2011 Gallup Press
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proactively building the support system at that the same time. Each of the tactics below are
recommended to help build a community entrepreneur ecosystem and should integrate in the
planning strategic assets such as the USACE and ERDC.

Tactics:
•

•

•

•

10

Recruit both Hinds Community College’s Small Business Development Center and
MDA’s Entrepreneur Center to have permanent locations in Vicksburg. The primary
purpose of their location is to proactively commit to and support an increased optimization of
federal programs such as the U.S. Small Business Administration designated HUBZone. The
HUBZone program was created in 1997 and has been unfortunately underutilized in Mississippi.
HUBZone approved businesses enjoy preferred contracting preferences when bidding on
federal projects. Federal entities are required to hire employees from the designated HUBZone
and even more importantly, must have a principal office in the specified area. Given an
estimated $26 million ERDC in annual contracts in Mississippi10, there The Partnership must
have proactive support from strategic partners like SBDC and SBC for success.
Convene a statewide group of economic development leaders that are building
innovation economies to start a dialogue of advocating state led economic development
support. There is a glaring absence in Mississippi when it comes to state support for this new
economic thinking. It is recommended to include economic development leadership from
Oxford, Starkville and Hancock County which currently have active ongoing efforts to capture
intellectual capital offered by the universities. Like Vicksburg and ERDC, Hancock County is
seeking support for developing an “outside the gate” solution for development of NASA
generated innovation and technology. While informal, this group of professional economic
developers can be advocates for state led support to further a new economy in Mississippi using
traditional tools in a new way. Once a core group is established and conceptual ideas vetted, the
discussion should be expanded to include universities, ERDC, Stennis Space Center, utilities and
MDA. The Partnership must be proactive in developing solutions that support statewide
development of innovation and technology while opening opportunities to optimize Vicksburg’s
assets.
Explore developing a Coding Academy tailored to fit local employer needs, specifically
those of USACE and ERDC. Members of the task force should involve Hinds Community
College, the Vicksburg-Warren School District, Innovate Mississippi, local business leadership
and ERDC. The program should leverage Innovate Mississippi’s Coding Academies targeting
post-secondary students. The program offers an intensive 11-month, tuition-free computer
science education program. The first two academies are locating in downtown Jackson and the
other in Columbus. In both cases, Innovate Mississippi and private business leaders worked with
the public-school districts and community colleges to implement the program.
Explore the possibility of Mississippi’s Department of Employment Security to develop
a pilot entrepreneur development program for adults and at-risk children in Vicksburg
using WIOA funds like other states. (See best practice on following page.)

As mentioned during ERDC tour
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•

•

Create “Caffeinate Vicksburg” based on the Ewing Marion Kaufman Foundation’s 1
Million Cups (1MC) established in 2012, to educate, engage and inspire entrepreneurs.
Each week the event offers two local entrepreneurs an opportunity to present their startups to a
diverse audience of mentors, advisors and entrepreneurs. While Jackson has the only chapter in
Mississippi, the immediate objective would be to have Vicksburg representation there to learn
and observe. Eventually, The Partnership would want to establish a Vicksburg chapter.
Launch, through the Chamber, a Young Entrepreneurs Academy (YEA). YEA has three
different models, with the after-school model seemingly the most fitting for today’s community
today. A task force should be set up to explore a collaboration of the Chamber and the school
district to develop such a program. There are three YEA programs in Louisiana, yet none in
Mississippi.11

Best Practice
CareerSource North Central Florida Entrepreneurship Programs12
TechQuest is a four-week training seminar on technology and its evolving role in entrepreneurship
development aimed at disconnected youth ages 16-24 years old. The program pairs young
individuals with experienced local entrepreneurs and business executives who guide participants
through the business formation process. Own Your Future is a four-week business boot camp
designed to help determined people who
want a great job or even to start a business
of their own but need to grow and gain
experience before taking the next step.
The program holds classes every Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday, with morning
and afternoon sessions. Each class is 1.5
hours long. The program has helped
parents learn how to develop a business
plan, but more importantly, soft skills
necessary to be employed.

11
12

Young Entrepreneurs Academy
CareerSource North Central Florida
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5. Complete Mississippi Hardware Building as a Centerpiece for the
New Economy
One of the most discussed subjects during our interviews was the plan to convert the Mississippi
Hardware building into a center for innovation and education attainment. There is little doubt that
this project alone could jumpstart a new approach to economic development not seen anywhere else
in the state.
Tim Cantwell, the owner, arranged to finance the estimated $19 million to develop the project.
However, to move forward, commitments to lease up to 70 percent of the building must be in place.
While similar public/private partnerships are not common in Mississippi, they have been essential to
success in other locations. Although there is hesitancy to use these types of models, the objective is
to utilize the existing federal and state funds to create higher-wage jobs and opportunities for
Vicksburg-Warren County citizens.
The renovation of the former Mississippi Hardware building is the impetus to creating a hub of
start-up business activity, technology transfer and access to higher education. This one project alone
can change the face of not only Vicksburg and Warren County, but the entire state of Mississippi.
The bottom line is that The Partnership must lead the effort to find solutions, creative solutions, to
complete the financing of the project. The biggest obstacle is the adage, “you don’t know what you
don’t know.” While some of the local leadership has been to Dayton, Ohio and surveyed how
Wright Patterson Air Force Base has been a key component in innovation and tech transfer; it is
essential that The Partnership continues to learn and tailors a solution to fit Vicksburg-Warren
County.

Tactics:
•

•

•

•

Continue to convene key stakeholders such as ERDC, Mississippi State and others to
develop solutions to standing up both the Graduate Institute and Entrepreneurs Center
at the Mississippi Hardware location.
Continue to advance, advocate and offer solutions to make completion of the building
and the Graduate Institute a reality. A location that offers advanced degrees to support not
only ERDC and USACE will enhance a much-needed talent pipeline that supports existing
employer there today.
Explore additional lease opportunities that support the concept of innovation and
entrepreneurship. There are numerous models across the country that provide The Partnership
ideas for advancing a business startup model. On one of the noncommitted floors in the
Mississippi Hardware building, The Partnership should consider contracting with a subject
matter expert to operate an incubator and coworking and/or coliving space. Domi Station
located in Tallahassee, Florida and the Tomorrow Building in Chattanooga are both successful
models to consider.
Designate area around Mississippi Hardware building as an Innovation District. The
designation alone brings focus to the area and the purpose of integrating the programs and
services conducted in the building with building an innovation culture. Over time, add financial
incentives to the designated areas such as additional property tax reductions and preferred
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•
•

•

design concepts for future renovations to include collaborative work space. A similar effort in
Chattanooga is noted on page 16.
Work with Mississippi’s congressional delegation to explore short-term opportunities for
private defense and homeland security offices to lease space in the building.
Seek additional funding from the Mississippi Development Authority (MDA). While
MDA does not have traditional programs for funding these types of projects, The Partnership
should work on creative ways to utilize the existing ones. Seek MDA’s help to utilize
Community Development Block Grant or ACE funds to support a public entity to use the
space.
Create proactive messaging supported by local social media to connect a society of
thinkers, and new business leader to engage in the value proposition of locating in
Vicksburg.

Best Practice
Domi Station, Tallahassee
Domi is a Tallahassee based non-profit
incubator and coworking focused on the
curation of early-stage start-up companies.
The goal of the incubator is to grow the
technology community in the Tallahassee
area and leverage untapped human and
intellectual capital and resources at Florida
State University, Florida A&M University
and Tallahassee Community College. Since
its opening in 2014, Domi member
companies have collectively raised $5.4m in
investment and grants. In addition, the
incubator has hosted 465 events during that
same time. Domi's incubator programs - flagships like Get Started, TCAP, and PowerUP - have
engaged with 113 early-stage teams.
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Initiative II: Increase the Region’s Competitiveness
The world of economic development is becoming much more competitive. As mentioned earlier
access to information is available like never before. That means a community’s assets and product
are on display at the click of a mouse. Companies, site selection consultants and other decision
makers are operating behind-the-scenes to evaluate regions, states and cities to make location
decisions. It is not about site selection but more about site elimination. Product is being considered
and cut before local developers even know they have an opportunity. This means that it is critical to
have the product ready and information highlighting its value up-to-date, available and easily
accessible.
Economic development product consists of a multitude of assets. Two of the more critical are
industrial sites, whether it is a greenfield site or existing building, and talent. Non-traditional assets
such as intellectual capital and workforce talent must be considered part of Vicksburg-Warren
County’s product. After all, a community’s people are the most important benefit to a prospective
business. The development of this product and how it is positioned for success will determine the
long-term growth of this region.
The next two goals focus on the strategy as it specifically relates to Vicksburg-Warren County’s
existing sites and buildings as well as the corresponding public infrastructure and workforce talent.

Goals
1. Upgrade & Advance Economic Development Product
Regardless of the opportunities afforded to a community, county, region or a local economic
development organization, success depends on the availability of sites and buildings. In today’s
competitive environment where speed-to-market is critical, having available product is simply not
enough. Asset control, existing infrastructure and quality ingress and egress are all factors that add
risk to a prospect’s location. Mitigating this risk is a central tenant of every economic development
organization’s activity.
Vicksburg-Warren County’s challenge is a perceived lack of qualified product, bolstered by the
terrain and geography. Bordered by the Mississippi and Yazoo Rivers on the west and the Vicksburg
National Military Park and topographical challenges to the south, there are limited opportunities for
development. The existing industrial parks are restricted in capacity and require large-scale upgrades
to the product that is available.
While there are challenges facing proactive product development, opportunity does exist.
Logistically there are few communities let alone regions that can boast the infrastructure VicksburgWarren County possesses. The Mississippi River remains a preeminent economic driver throughout
the country with more than $400 billion in annual economic impact.13 As technology continues to
advance, the logistical hurdles such as limited clearance bridges south of the site become less of a
factor. This along with the fact that river traffic is continuing to increase in the United States, points
to a region that is poised for long-term success; but only if able to develop product solutions for
13

Mississippi River Mayors
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those prospective companies needing water access. To offer the opportunities with the greatest
potential, this goal focuses on two specific product assets:
1. Vicksburg Port - as the existing business and industry at the port continues to grow, that lack of
expansion capacity could severely impact growth potential.
2. Ceres Research and Industrial Interplex is poised for future growth due to proximity to I-20 and
the recent expansions in the Jackson Metro area.
Additionally,
VisionFirst feels that
the Vicksburg
Municipal Airport
offers untapped
potential with an
existing 5,000-foot
runway and upgraded
terminal. But even with
that untapped potential
this would be a longterm effort, and we feel
the plan should place a
priority on the
development of the
Port and Interplex.
These three unique
assets offer unlimited
possibilities if a
proactive strategy is
developed around each
with an emphasis on long-term growth. Existing community leadership and those that follow must
understand that product development is an investment in the future that will need time to provide a
substantial return.
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Port of Vicksburg
As previously mentioned, the Port of
Vicksburg is a major economic driver
for not only the county and region but
the state as well. More than 20
businesses that employ more than
4,000 people call the port home. This
asset sets the county apart from its
surrounding communities. It is also
home to Mississippi’s only river rail
crossing. In economic development,
investing in those assets that
distinguish an area from its
competition is vital to success – the
port is that kind of asset.
Attributes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Annual Output: Bulk, General, Container – 800,000 to 900,000 tons
Planned port expansion with 1,000 acres for associated industrial development
Direct access to truck and rail
Diverse industrial base
Designated Foreign Trade Zone
US Customs Service
Direct connection with KCS

Challenges:
•
•

Shallow draft port
Limited current capacity and expansion
potential
Opportunities:

•
•

Virtually no facility space
Limited berthing distance

There is virtually no limitation on the strategies that could be developed to grow the port other than
capacity. While the current port expansion plans will address existing port industry growth, future
expansion and external recruitment will remain a challenge. Vicksburg-Warren County currently has
a comprehensive, strategic approach to traditional port growth, but that growth potential is limited
for traditional economic development opportunities. While traditional river traffic is on the rise, so
too are projects looking specifically for water access. Vicksburg-Warren has an opportunity to
become extremely competitive if they are able to identify and control a potential site or sites. This
lack of product at the port greatly impacts the regions ability to utilize its natural geographic
advantages or should be one of if not the highest priority of the Port Commission moving forward.
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Ceres Research & Industrial Interplex
In addition to the port,
the Ceres Research Park
is an important economic
driver in the region.
Companies like Tyson,
Vicksburg Metal
Products and Magnolia
Metal and Plastics give
the park a solid industrial
base. With close to 900
acres available there is sizable opportunity. There is building availability with the vacant Ceres Spec
Building located in the park. Even with the availability of property and buildings the real advantage
here is the connectivity provided by I-20. As a major distribution thoroughfare throughout the
southeast this location offers many advantages for prospective companies from multiple industries.
Attributes:
•
•
•
•
•

Fully serviced 1,340 -acre industrial park
Close to 900 available acres
Direct access to I-20
Ceres speculative building
Publicly owned

Challenges:
•
•
•
•
•

No large contiguous acreage available
No rail access and cost prohibitive to bring on site
Ceres Speculative Building in need of overhaul
Limited ingress and egress
Leadership pressure to pursue non-economic development tenants

Opportunities:
The Ceres Speculative Building must be the priority. In today’s competitive market any existing
facility larger than 50,000 sq. ft. with significant expansion capacity is attractive and will elicit
interest. For more than 20 years the facility has remained unoccupied. Substantial investment in
rehabilitation is needed to transition the facility into operating condition. This single factor
continues to stymie any project potential. The risk to any company in terms of time and investment
is generally too great to overcome and they choose another location. Today, the building is not only
competing against other existing facilities, but due to its required repair, greenfield sites with
aggressive construction timelines are being considered instead. There are two options the county can
pursue:
1. Determine rehab parameters and allocate or identify public funding options to offset the cost to
the company in terms of both risk and investment. This will allay some of the concern of the
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unknown that will come with a construction timeline and restore some of the advantage to
having an existing facility. While it would take a considerable investment, it is recommended to
make some initial improvements even before the property is considered for a location.
2. Demolish the building completely and market the property as a large greenfield site. This
eliminates any risk a company might fear with rehabilitation, and the county would essentially be
in an identical situation as if the building remained in its current state of disrepair. A building
solution would have to be explored in either scenario, but in this case the ability to market to a
much broader range of client and industry is possible.
As leadership considers the options related to the spec building, The Partnership should
determine the possibility and costs associated with developing a large, contiguous 100-acre+
site at CERES.

Ingress/Egress: An inherent advantage of the park relates to access. Direct ingress and egress to I20 provides a significant competitive advantage. What is challenging however is the lack of
additional access. This is an issue that needs to be explored. One theme that became obvious in
discovery is that an accident on I-20 could shut down operations in the park. Leadership should
continue to exert pressure and increase advocacy efforts for MDOT to start egress/ingress
improvements at CERES.
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2. Address Employer Workforce Needs & Concerns
Today, workforce is the greatest limiting factor for community growth and the attraction of higherwage jobs and investment. Availability of talent continues to be a challenge for communities and
companies around the nation. ManpowerGroup’s 2016-2017 Talent Shortage Survey found 46
percent of employers nationally report talent shortages. Moreover, for the seventh year in a row,
skilled trades are the hardest to fill. Employers are noting these positions are going unfilled due to a
lack of applicants or no applicants for the job.14
Vicksburg-Warren County is fortunate to have a strong industrial base, bolstered by the Port of
Vicksburg. Yet, manufacturing employers noted they struggle to attract and retain employees and
lower-skilled labor lack the desired soft-skills that make them long-term employees. According to
five-year estimates by the US Census for 2012-2016, the county’s labor force participation rate for
men between the ages of 20 and 64 is 73.6 percent15 – what many experts would define as nearing
full employment – a number that will continue to exasperate employer labor shortage challenges.
Looking at male employment is significant, as for decades there has been a decline in male labor
force participation and has largely been concentrated among native-born men with a high school
degree or less.16
Compounding the concerns
from employers regarding
soft-skills is the continuing
negativity surrounding the
public schools and its D
district rating. Accountability
measures such as school
grades are important tools for
parents and potential
residents to understand the
academic success of their
students. The community,
employers and leaders need to
be aware and understand the
metrics being provided by the state: only 29.1 percent of students district-wide are considered
proficient in English-Language Arts and only 27.4 percent of students are considered proficient in
Mathematics.17 For the community to leverage its STEM related assets at both ERDC and the
USACE, these numbers must be improved. However, it is important to note that there have been
academic improvements, with all the elementary and junior high schools increasing reading
proficiency and the district recently earned its highest graduation rate since 2009.

ManpowerGroup 2016/2017 Talent Shortage Survey
US Census American Fact Finder: 2012-2016 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates
16 Brookings Institute: What We Know and Don’t Know About Declining Labor Force Participation: A Review
17 Mississippi Department of Education Annual Report Card 2016-2017
14
15
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Although the D rating and the proficiency numbers are concerning, holding-up one metric without
context of other improvement measures is short-sided. The Vicksburg-Warren School District and
HCC have implemented several programs to improve achievement and change outcomes. In
addition, residents recently voted to approve the school district’s $83 million bond effort to improve
and upgrade facilities.18 While the school district continues to implement programs such as Ford
Next Generation Learning, College and Career Academies, The Leader in Me, as well as career and
technical education programming, The Partnership and industry leaders should promote and
support such efforts to both internal and external stakeholders. Proficiency and district grade
improvement will not take place overnight, but it is clear the leadership of the educational
community is committed and engaged with a clear purpose of success.
Economic development staff has already built strong relationships with both school superintendents
and HCC leadership, and that relationship will continue to bolster the efforts of all involved and
serves as a vocal advocate of their initiatives. The Partnership should consider workforce a
collaborative strategy that focuses on three workforce development pillars: grow, retention and
attraction of talent.

Grow
Currently, the school district has more than 8,000 students enrolled19, and the Vicksburg location of
HCC has 1,400 students on campus20 – representing a significant pipeline of potential employees.
Building stronger alliances between the school district, HCC, industry partners and The Partnership
is critical to building the talent pipeline of the community.
Today, the Vicksburg campus has 650 dual-enrolled students in both college-preparatory programs
as well as workforce certification programs in welding, auto mechanics, carpentry and nursing.
However, according to data from HCC only 50 percent of Vicksburg graduates are staying in the
community. Although some may be taking advantage of the college’s 2 plus 2 program, additional
outreach efforts should be made to highlight the opportunities of staying in the community. Of the
population of those between the ages of 25 - 64 without a high school degree, only 49 percent are in
the labor force. Although The Partnership will not be able to address this issue on its own, the staff
and the leadership can serve as “truth-tellers” in the community to highlight job-training needs while
engaging government officials, non-profit leaders and the faith-based community in addition to
education and industry partners.

Tactics:
•

Continue coordination with the Vicksburg-Warren School District and HCC’s Vicksburg
Campus to develop additional programs aimed at creating business skills and
employment opportunities at all skill levels. Where there is a demand for jobs, develop
programs working with industry that provide training, relevance and immediate employment.

18

Vicksburg Warren School District
Mississippi Department of Education Enrollment Data 2016-2017
20
Provided by HCC
19
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•

•

Discuss opportunities with industry leaders to develop internship programs as part of
business retention and expansion visits. Internships in skilled trades should be highlighted as
well as possibilities within ERDC and the USACE.
Advocate for the development of a summer tinkers camp (as noted in the best practice
below) based on camps in Mississippi, California and Texas that offer summer
programs, weekend workshops and after-school programs. Tinkers camps are where
children come and participate in variety of hands-on projects. Tinkering is the act of taking
something apart in order to learn how it works. Then, hopefully, putting it back together and
improve on its design. The term has come to mean a process; a way to approach a challenge. It
means building and making and experiential learning. The projects are based on exploration and
experimentation. Making use of various materials, students are encouraged to develop projects
through which they develop skills such as creativity, communication and working in groups.

Best Practice
VyStar Credit Union
In Northeast Florida, VyStar Credit Union is
tapping into high-school level talent with the
company’s in-school bank branches. Each branch
location represents a significant investment
costing $250,000 and then an additional $75,000
each year to operate, totaling $500,000 over five
years. This summer the program will have 168
students – across six different school districts, training for six weeks to learn the program,
responsibilities and core values.21
Best Practice
Hol-Mac Corporation Tinkers Camp
Hol-Mac Corporation’s Tinkers Camp, started in 2008,
is a weeklong camp where students learned to tinker
with such things as four-cycle engines, ropes and
pulleys, drill press, hydraulics and electronics. Tinkers
Camp has been a huge success and continues to be an
integral outreach into the local community. Along with
the projects, students were tutored in math and
vocabulary. The week culminates with each camper
presenting a verbal report based on the knowledge
they acquired throughout the week. The focus of the
camp is to help students with their studies, give them a
positive outlook on learning and expose them to technical information that will help them in the
future. Each year Mr. Charles Holder enjoys sharing “life lessons” with the campers.
21

https://vystarcu.org/About-Us/Community-Involvement/High-School-Programs
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Retain
With prime working-age male population reaching near full employment in the county, retention of
existing talent is a concern of employers. Employee turnover results in high-costs and reduced
productivity and potentially lower quality work as employees seek to make up the gap. Utilizing
young professionals, as mentioned previously in the plan, to tout opportunities and benefits in the
county, could serve as a trusted voice for other employees.

Tactics:
•

•

•

Develop a hospitality training academy to enhance skills of workers in the industry. The
training could serve as a reward for participating businesses to nominate one-to-two people
annually for the program. The program could be expanded to other industries and target the
soft-skills needed. Build off existing employee programs utilized at local businesses.
Consider hiring a dedicated workforce coordinator to assist in the education and
workforce efforts. As discussed, one of the most important products the community can
develop is talent and workforce. An internal workforce coordinator provides immediate value to
a prospective or expanding company by bridging the gap between HCC, the school district and
the state. Having an individual dedicated to the identification and development of specialized
skill sets needed for a targeted industry will add needed capacity to the team.
Develop a workforce quality survey for existing industries in conjunction with the
roundtables, analyze results with roundtable members and provide results to education
partners on a yearly basis.

Attract
Vicksburg-Warren County’s average age is 38, with nearly 25 percent of the population between the
ages of 25 and 44.22 Despite the impressive architecture, historic homes and waterfront, many of the
young professionals interviewed expressed a lack of entertainment options for singles and those with
young families. In addition, crime concerns were also mentioned as a limiting factor to participating
in activities. Although not a direct strategy for The Partnership, the community should consider
improving its placemaking efforts as noted throughout the plan. Improving the appearance and
attractions within the community will provide a more inviting home-base to the labor force rather
than commuting in from surrounding counties. Vicksburg’s proximity to Jackson allows for the
possibility to initially attract visitors from a tourism standpoint but leveraging an increase in traffic to
turn visitors into potential residents and eventually establish a local labor pool. From an outreach
effort, success should be touted beyond local newspapers and media outlets such as the ClarionLedger and the Mississippi Business Journal to provide a more positive image of the community to
the greater Jackson area.
In addition, when looking at the 30-mile region around Warren County the population soars from
47,834 in the county to more than 430,000 in the radius. Moreover, that same regional radius has a
labor force of more than 183,000 people. By promoting activities, initiatives and economic projects
outside the region, the community can attract an additional labor pool.

22

JobsEQ – US Census: American Community Survey 2012-2016
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Best Practice
Thomasville, Georgia
Downtown Thomasville Georgia
has focused on reviving its
downtown to enhance the
community’s identity and historic
character. The goal of the
community’s improvement efforts
was to create a dynamic and
creative city center where people
want “to live, aspire to work, love
to play and long to return.” Since
1981, more than $87 million has
been reinvested in downtown
Thomasville in public and private
improvements. In addition to
facade restorations on downtown storefronts by individuals with grants and other funding, city
government has boosted downtown by providing an amphitheater facility, removal of asphalt
exposing downtown's original brick streets, improved parking at storefronts, improved sidewalks
and enhanced lighting and landscaping. Tourism generates approximately $70 million in impact
annually, and most visitors come from a three to five-hour radius of the community, with 50 percent
of the city’s downtown sales from Tallahassee – which is approximately one-hour away.

Tactics:
•

•

Work with local employers, better market and promote the existing Governor’s Job Fair
hosted by the chamber which featured 51 companies in 2017. This tactic is yielding results
but has a low profile among both businesses and potential applicants.
Develop and launch proactive recruitment efforts through paid digital media of certain
skills that would benefit from living in the region – micro target on the county level in
and around Warren County. Consider cooperative partnerships with employers for efforts
outside of the state.
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Initiative III: Harness the Power of an Inspired Community to
Support Growth
Goals:
1. Change the Narrative to Motivate Action
Every community that undertakes the daunting task of planning and then implementing a strategic
plan is haunted by initiatives started with much enthusiasm only to fade away due to inertia.
Focusing on the shortcomings and failures of the past accomplishes nothing. Vicksburg-Warren
County is in the enviable position of having numerous assets to create lasting, transformational
change. What appears to be holding the community back from generating and sustaining forward
momentum is its own doubt.
To achieve meaningful progress there is no room for negativity. A critical element to the success of
implementing this plan is open communication that identifies opportunities and solves problems.
Advancing a narrative of negativity and hopelessness only serves to diminish attempts to move
forward. The level of team visioning, planning and implementation necessary to achieve incremental
progress over time requires focused action and sustained support buoyed by a sense of what is
possible to achieve together. Will there be challenges in an effort this broad and encompassing?
Certainly! But is it possible for this community, working together, to achieve its objectives?
Absolutely.
Vicksburg-Warren County has so many opportunities that the challenge becomes prioritization and
execution. For the community-facing strategies recommended in this plan, VisionFirst suggests The
Partnership, along with stakeholders, form a process by which placemaking and community
initiatives may be considered for action and prioritization. In a community inundated with
opportunity and assets, this process would consider such points as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

How might initiatives be started, funded, managed and sustained?
What should be done short-term, mid-term and long-term?
Who should be involved in each initiative’s development?
How will success be determined?
How might ongoing initiatives become self-sustaining?
How will challenges and issues be addressed?

Simply the act of discussing and assessing such opportunities should generate excitement. The best
way for the community to overcome the frustration and disenchantment based on suspended
projects in the past is to become engaged in driving future projects.
While the Partnership, governmental bodies, the business community, and associated partner
organizations will focus on many of the economic development-specific strategies, the objective of
changing negative perceptions resides more broadly in a collaboratively-led community effort. All
efforts made to make Vicksburg-Warren County a more vibrant community will assist economic
development efforts by attracting talent, enhancing livability, increasing competitiveness and
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fostering a positive narrative through the process of working together to improve the community
for everyone.
VisionFirst Advisors Vibrant Community Platform
Vibrant communities don’t happen accidentally, but rather through the intentional choices,
commitments and actions of residents and leaders working together for a common vision for the
future. While each community or region brings its own unique assets, resources, culture, identity and
challenges, VisionFirst Advisors believes there is a platform on which vibrant communities are built
that includes:
VISION

ENGAGEMENT

TALENT

PLACE

OPPORTUNITY

Vision comes first!
It is an agreedupon common
destination, the
North Star to which
all those engaged
in or impacting
economic
development may
focus their efforts.
What is your
identity?

Citizens and leaders
must be invested in
the community’s
future and engaged
in its success. It is
critical to make
decisions and direct
growth for the
benefit of all
citizens.

Communities
should look beyond
the data. Align
education and
training to inspire
the workforce to
pursue the path
that best utilizes
their talents and
provides value to
the community.

Communities are
living systems.
Growth should be
purposefully
directed to
empower people
to help the
community
flourish, sustain its
citizens and attract
others.

Opportunity provides
the foundation for a
vibrant community.
Leaders must create
and sustain an
ecosystem that
provides job
opportunities for
people to enjoy a
good quality of life
and pursue their
dreams.

COMPETITIVENESS
Whether a community is looking to attract new business, grow existing industry or provide a
rich environment to support business formation, it must approach each as a competitive
endeavor continually sharpening its ability to compete for investment and job growth. This
includes leadership, policies, removing barriers, marketing and programs that minimize risk.
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
While buildings and sites are still basic building blocks of economic development
competitiveness, successful communities broaden the definition of “product” to demonstrate
the workforce talents attached to these hard assets that set their total product apart from
others.
TELLING THE STORY
Vibrant communities have a great story to tell and actively pursue every means of
communicating their story both internally to inspire and recognize progress and externally to
encourage others to see what makes their community exceptional.

The following strategies represent a starting point for the community to work together to begin to
change perceptions.
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Tactics:
•

•

•
•

Develop an internal marketing and communications committee to develop efforts that
address negative perceptions and foster a more positive narrative among VicksburgWarren County citizens. The program should seek to address negative perceptions head-on
such as those expressed in stakeholder interviews and in the community surveys such as high
crime rate, poor education, lack of local government support, etc. Based on facts and data,
determine if the perception is accurate and if it is – address it and communicate how the
challenges are being addressed. If it is not, communicate the facts to dispel the negative
narrative.
Launch an ongoing communications program, once the strategic plan is introduced and
efforts are underway, to share all aspects of programming and ongoing initiatives both to
internal audiences and to external audiences. Use social platforms to encourage two-way
communication and to build an online community focused on key strategies and tactics. Provide
a clear path for engagement for those who want to get involved.
Explore the feasibility of adding a marketing and communications specialist to The
Partnership staff to address both internal and external opportunities and issues.
Create a multi-organizational group involving The Partnership, stakeholders, businesses
and other partners to address placemaking, community improvement and other
community initiatives for action and prioritization. Leadership comes in many forms and
emerges best when leaders from different sectors work with one another toward common goals.
Use VisionFirst’s Vibrant Community platform as a starting point to determine what matters
most to the citizens and integrate the questions outlined earlier in this section into the judging of
such projects.

Best Practice
Great Savannah Cleanup23
To make Savannah the most beautiful city in Georgia, local
government officials organized the Great Savannah Cleanup
throughout May. The event, which corresponded with the Keep
America Beautiful's nationwide Great American Cleanup, provides
supplies to neighborhoods in a way for them to take ownership and
pride in their streets. Throughout the month neighborhoods spent
Saturdays competing to see which of four residential zones can collect
the most trash. City Hall provided participating neighborhoods with
cleaning supplies and sanitation crews also provided free pickup of
discarded furniture, mattresses, appliances and yard waste. More than
20 neighborhoods participated in the event.

23

City of Savannah
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2. Reimagine the Community to Leverage its Creative Assets &
Unique Resources
Imagine living in a community where…
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Expansive public art and irreplaceable monuments reside on hallowed ground and languish
by the roadsides congested with weeds…
Colorful murals line public spaces and a full range of visual expression from fine art to folk
art can be found…
History is treated as art to be experienced, interpreted and learned from through museums,
performance and excursions…
Music is woven into the state’s character and the community’s culture…
Artistic taste is expressed literally – roasted, baked, fresh, grilled, or fried – by creative chefs
in the many restaurants, homes, food growers and producers in the area…
Dedicated space exists for performances and events…
Its eclectic architecture tells the story of the community’s dreams over time.
A place positioned strategically on one of America's greatest thoroughfares invoking the
creative essence that grand waterways seem to stir.

This is the unique community that the citizens of Vicksburg-Warren County call home. While other
communities scramble to try to find a way to differentiate themselves, Vicksburg-Warren County
has an inherent distinction that no one else in Mississippi can tout and few cities in the U.S. can
claim, and that is its boundless repository of public art. It is fair to say that in all its forms,
Vicksburg-Warren County’s public art collection rivals any other in Mississippi.

Celebrate Mississippi’s Arts Community
Starting with the more than 1,300 monuments in the military park and Catfish Row’s riverfront
murals, the community has yet to recognize the wealth of its own inventory. Upon further research
into the community’s total arts portfolio, almost every genre and sort exist in the community –
from live music performances, fine art galleries, theater and dance, folk art to the art of
outstanding cuisine, pottery to poetry, historic art in local museums and even the whimsical
birdhouses perched on poles downtown.
This should be a point of distinction; a point of community pride. Vicksburg-Warren County has an
inventory of treasures few communities can boast, and they are on display for all to enjoy. Plans to
add to this wealth include discussions around a Vicksburg International Arts Museum.
For Vicksburg-Warren County to see itself in a more positive light, citizens, leaders and ultimately
visitors should see the community through the lens of its creative treasures. For this reason,
VisionFirst Advisors suggests the community pursue opportunities to position itself internally and
where appropriate, externally, as “Vicksburg-Warren County – Mississippi’s Arts Community.”
It is not suggested that this messaging takes the place of other existing brands, but rather that it
serves an internally-focused messaging effort to foster a more positive community self-image and
helps articulate more fully to visitors a distinct benefit and point of uniqueness. Discovering the full
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array of the community’s art catalogue and communicating details of how locals and visitors alike
may experience it firsthand will be a great reawakening for the community to enjoy and take pride in
that which uniquely sets it apart.

Utilize Placemaking to Enhance Community Pride
But recognizing the community's art treasures is simply a first step. VisionFirst recommends that
The Partnership, collaborating with the city, county and other organizations explore the feasibility of
undertaking a formal creative placemaking program to enhance the community, celebrate existing
culture and create a sense of pride in all its neighborhoods.
In the National Endowment for the Arts White Paper for The Mayors’ Institute on City Design24 authors
Markusen and Gadwa state: “In creative placemaking, partners from public, private, non-profit, and
community sectors strategically shape the physical and social character of a neighborhood, town,
city, or region around arts and cultural activities. Creative placemaking animates public and private
spaces, rejuvenates structures and streetscapes, improves local business viability and public safety,
and brings diverse people together to celebrate, inspire, and be inspired. In turn, these creative
locales foster entrepreneurs and cultural industries that generate jobs and income, spin off new
products and services, and attract and retain unrelated businesses and skilled workers. Together,
creative placemaking’s livability and economic development outcomes have the potential to radically
change the future of American towns and cities.”
Numerous organizations offer programs that assist communities in learning how placemaking might
improve their area and assistance via technical expertise and grant funding is available.
Creative Placemaking: Building an Arts & Cultural Economy
As defined by the National Endowment for the Arts, Creative Placemaking is “…an evolving field
of practice that intentionally leverages the power of the arts, culture and creativity to serve a
community's interest while driving a broader agenda for change, growth and transformation in a way
that also builds character and quality of place.” The Delta Regional Authority notes that Creative
Placemaking encourages Economic Development by revitalizing vacant and underutilized land,
buildings, and infrastructure; supporting job creation in construction, local businesses, and cultural
activities; expanding entrepreneurial ranks of artists and designers; training the next generation of
cultural workers; attracting and retaining non-arts-related businesses and skills; and enhancing the
quality of place and improves the quality of life for residents.
Many government-funded, state, regional and private-sector organizations aid with Creative
Placemaking, a number offering grants, training and workshops for those interested in exploring this
strategy for their own community.
•

24

The Delta Regional Authority (DRA), Rural Policy Research Institute (RUPRI)
The Delta Regional Authority (DRA), in partnership with leading national arts and government
organizations, launched Delta Creative Placemaking Initiative to strengthen the Delta economy
and improve the quality of life for the region’s residents. DRA contributed nearly $460,000 to
stimulate economic and community development efforts through promoting the unique places,
arts, culture, music, and food of Delta communities. The Delta Regional Authority offers
Creative Placemaking
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Creative Placemaking Regional Workshops designed to inform local elected officials, local
development districts, economic development staff and leadership, and other non-arts sector
decision-makers about the creative placemaking approach.
•

National Endowment for the Arts – Our Town Program and Grants
Our Town is the National Endowment for the Arts’ creative placemaking grants program. These
grants support projects that integrate arts, culture and design activities into efforts that
strengthen communities by advancing local economic, physical and/or social outcomes and lay
the groundwork for systemic changes that strengthen communities.
Two grant programs are available:
o Place-Based Projects. Through arts engagement, cultural planning, design and/or
artist/creative industry support, these projects contribute to improved quality of life in local
communities.
o Knowledge Building Projects. These projects build and disseminate knowledge about how to
leverage arts, culture and design as mechanisms for strengthening communities.

While The Partnership may initiate both the internal repositioning and the creative placemaking
discussion, these programs cannot be driven by the Chamber, the Foundation and the Port
Commission combined. As discussed, these initiatives will require a broad, multi-organization, multidisciplined group structured to address both short-term opportunities and long-term programs that
require sustained attention, effort and commitment.

Showcase the Community at Its Best
Vicksburg-Warren County has demonstrated its understanding of the importance of the visitor
experience. Efforts made by Visit Vicksburg, the Vicksburg Convention Center, Main Street,
Vicksburg’s downtown leaders, the City, County and other hospitality partners such as hotels,
restaurants and retailers have yielded a plethora of venues, activities, entertainment and authentic
experiences that draw visitors to the region and delight residents.
Communities, states and even countries recognize that the competition for individuals’ and families’
attention and choice is fierce and so the commitment to continually upgrade, augment and refresh
the visitor experience is essential. Tourism and retail sales associated with such visits are significant
contributors to the local and regional economy. For this reason, VisionFirst recommends that the
strategic partners mentioned above continue to work together to evaluate and refine the visitor
experience in Vicksburg-Warren County maximizing on opportunities that currently exist and
creating new opportunities to draw pass-through travelers off the interstate and highways; appeal to
riverboat guests; encourage in-state residents to visit; attract visitors both domestic and global and to
encourage local residents to experience everything their city and county has to offer.
As mentioned earlier in the plan, hospitality training is a basic step in enhancing the visitor
experience whether focused on those within the hospitality industry or as a tutorial for residents to
best share their community assets. Integrating the “Mississippi’s Arts Community” messaging into
the visitor experience provides an underlying refrain to pull together many disparate activities and
venues into a themed experience, but this must be thought-through, mapped out and interconnected
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in a way that makes sense and continues to evolve as new art-based experiences and assets are
identified.
Finally, in the City of Vicksburg Comprehensive Plan, many improvements and upgrades are
envisioned as part of the City’s long-range, ongoing maintenance and enhancement and of its
physical assets. Some projects described directly address intended improvements that will increase
Vicksburg’s appeal to both residents and visitors such as intended Washington Street upgrades to
improvements aimed at enhancing the appeal and usability of Vicksburg’s primary entranceways to
the city. Support of such projects in the City’s Comprehensive Plan will yield not only an improved
visitor experience, but also better quality of place for current residents and will enhance the appeal
of Vicksburg as a place to live, an advantage in workforce recruitment efforts.

Develop Riverfront Assets
In addition, Vicksburg-Warren County is home to two significant assets that speak to the very core
of what makes the city unique. First, the location on the Yazoo and Mississippi Rivers is some of the
most interesting, unique, historic riverfront property in America. And, Warren County’s ownership
of one of the few bridges in the nation crossing the Mississippi River, which has the potential for
visitor attraction as a pedestrian bridge, is extraordinary.
These assets demand further investigation and active development. As noted in the Chattanooga
Case Study by the Metropolitan Policy Program and Brookings, “The history of where, why and
how cities grew as they did provide an important backdrop to their present economic, cultural and
social development.”
The City of Vicksburg has approached such development through the appointment of its Riverfront
Committee and alludes to associated downtown development in its Comprehensive Plan. This plan
seeks to validate the importance of such strategies in their potential impact on quality of place;
reinforcing Vicksburg’s uniqueness, and in creating visitor experiences.
VisionFirst recommends that Vicksburg-Warren County examine the feasibility and costs associated
with converting and maintaining the Mississippi River Bridge as a pedestrian visitor venue. Despite
the concerns and objections voiced, the bridge is a unique asset that can be a bookend to a greater
long-term vision of connecting the bridge to downtown through a planned riverfront park.
The possibilities of Vicksburg-Warren County coming into its own as a world-class visitor venue are
linked to its development of its river assets. Numerous examples of communities who chose to
tackle riverfront development and/or revitalization point to the undertaking as a turning point in
their community’s future.
Once such example is Chattanooga Tennessee’s Vision 2000 project intended to increase livability
and raise its attractiveness for potential investment. A 22-mile greenway along the Tennessee River
dubbed, “the Riverwalk” served as a catalyst for new development, generating jobs and tax revenues
benefiting both the city and county. As quoted by one of the project’s early leaders, Rick Montague,
director of the Lyndhurst Foundation, the vision of the Riverwalk was that it would be "the spine
that supported everything Chattanooga wanted for itself." More than 30 years later the project has
far outpaced all hopes.
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Best Practice
Chattanooga’s Vision 2000
Vision 2000 started in the 1980s as the Moccasin
Bend Task Force, a group of concerned citizen,
business and institution leaders, working with an
outside consultant, recommended the creation of the
Tennessee River Park along a 22-mile stretch of the
Tennessee River. The goal was to create a worldclass corridor of linear parks—both as a means of
providing amenities to residents and to begin the
process of making Chattanooga a regional attraction.
The plan for the Riverpark, completed in March
1985, concluded that “[I]f properly done, reconnecting the
city with its river, not only physically but by active use, will
strengthen community pride. Tourists will be attracted and the
word will spread, an essential step in focusing business and investment interest on Chattanooga.” This ultimately
led to the development of the Walnut Street pedestrian bridge and its connection to the arts
community that sprang up near it.

Promote Retail Development
As discussed, placemaking is an essential component to fostering pride in a community. A
component to any such effort should be the promotion of retail development. Given economies of
scale and personal convenience, data suggests that online shopping will continue to increase.
According to a recent report by Today’s Ecommerce, for the first time in the history of the internet,
online spending by customers solely in the United States has surpassed one hundred billion dollars
during the first quarter of 2018.25 But this fact shouldn’t limit the investment a community places in
bricks and mortar stores offer significant benefits to a local community. New retail opportunities not
only provide increased revenues for the city, but also add to the quality of place essential to
attracting and retaining talent. To engage shoppers, who can easily purchase from home, the stores
must be an experience or destination.
Local commercial engagement that creates a unique experience to the customer can transform an
area. The presence of a vibrant retail footprint can increase foot traffic leading to an elevated sense
of place and an increased quality of life. One article notes, “Shopping center owners have pulled out
the big guns when it comes to placemaking and are constantly reinventing new ideas to draw crowds
to their centers, from changing the tenant mix to include entertainment and service-oriented
retailers, to providing attractions like live concerts, partnering with local farmers markets and
hosting weekly events that appeal to the community.”26

25
26

Today’s Ecommerce: Online Spending Stats Reach Highest Amount Ever This Past Quarter
Bisnow: Placemaking: These Landlords Have Transformed Mere Shopping Centers Into Destination Centers
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Mayor George Flaggs and other community leaders should be commended for their efforts to boast
retail growth by hiring The Retail Coach. The Partnership should support this effort providing
necessary data and research information to support recruitment. If successful this effort will play a
major role in changing the narrative of the region and support long term, transformative growth.

Tactics:
•

•

•

•
•
•

Work with Visit Vicksburg, Vicksburg Art Association and other organizations and
citizens, to inventory all art assets throughout Vicksburg-Warren County and the broader
region. Communicate the scope of these assets to local citizens to create interest in and local
visitor interaction with the assets. Increase external messaging to those outside the community
including prospective visitors.
Explore the feasibility of undertaking a formal creative placemaking program to
enhance the community, celebrate existing culture and create a sense of pride in all its
neighborhoods.
Address business and entrepreneurial opportunities around the anticipated 30,000+
riverboat travelers visiting the city.
o The area’s retail, hospitality, tourism and entertainment venues should collaborate on a plan
to better capture the economic impact of this visitor market. Tactics as simple as extended
hours on certain days and access to live entertainment create a better visitor experience and
produce opportunities for sales revenue.
o Address transportation needs associated with this specific audience; both through public
transportation and through private such as Uber or others.
o Tie in “Mississippi’s Arts Community” to the riverboat visitor experience through venues for
performance arts and perhaps a reserved area for local artisans to market their creations.
Develop the Mississippi River Bridge as a pedestrian venue.
Create a task force to review and assess the feasibility of riverfront development linking
downtown Vicksburg to the Mississippi River Bridge.
Foster the development of retail to enhance community engagement and increase
revenue. The Partnership should support retail recruitment efforts by utilizing key data
generated by The Retail Coach to develop marketing materials used in strategic outreach.
Further, economic development staff should consider maintaining an inventory of potential
commercial sites that offer large retail development opportunities. In addition, identify key
conferences such as the International Council of Shopping Centers to attend and promote
Vicksburg as a location for development
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Cross-Cutting: Build Organizational Capacity
Any strategic plan is only as good as its implementation. There is no limit in what can be achieved if
the goals and initiatives listed above are accomplished. That challenge for The Partnership will
remain its collective capacity to execute across governments, diverse stakeholder organizations and
citizens overall. With a limited budget and staff, the tendency will be to spread the effort around to
each initiative without being able to devote the time and resources necessary to achieve
transformative results.
Understanding that the plan is not the action, consideration should be given to increasing the
organizational capacity of The Partnership. Increased funding that considers not only operating
budget but continuing education and training opportunities for the staff must be contemplated. The
funding must also provide the ability for the organization to share the narrative through enhanced
marketing materials, website development and brand formation.
As The Partnership comes into its own through the process of promoting and implementing this
community-wide plan, it is important that it considers also its own unique identity as VicksburgWarren County’s lead economic development entity.
As the combined organizations that comprise The Partnership experience heightened awareness, the
organization should seize the opportunity to further define in the minds of its constituents, partners
and prospects who it is, what it stands for and how it would like to be perceived. The Partnership
should consider its own brand. The Chamber, The Port Commission, and the Foundation, working
together are a powerful force for positive change; this needs to be succinctly expressed both in
words and visually.
The leadership of the city and county must make a significant commitment to ensure the success of
the plan and consequently the success of The Partnership moving forward.

Tactics:
•
•

•
•
•

Evaluate current funding sources of The Partnership and determine if adequate funding
is available to back the implementation of the strategic plan by The Partnership staff.
Implement a continuing education program for staff to participate in the leading
professional development programs available including, Mississippi Economic
Development Council, International Economic Development Council (IEDC), the
Economic Development Institute (EDI) and others.
Develop a new logo and brand for The Partnership that reflects the north star provided
in the strategic plan.
Develop and unveil a new website in keeping with the latest industry standards for
economic development agencies.
Develop a marketing kit for recruitment and promotional purposes.
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Conclusion
Throughout our time in the community while developing the strategic plan, it was clear to see that
the opportunities before Vicksburg-Warren County are extensive and should be pursued to their
fullest extent. From its intellectual capital at the federal level to the new and engaged community
leadership; from the logistical riverfront advantages to the downtown revitalization that is in its early
stages – all are signs of progress and promise. But the time for swift and decisive action is now.
Given the confidence of community leadership, The Partnership is positioned to implement the
plan. But to truly experience success in implementation, The Partnership must dedicate the
appropriate resources and champion collaboration across multiple entities and stakeholders.
Not all the activities can be done simultaneously, therefore a purposeful execution of activities is
critical to maintain the level of excitement and confidence from the community. Honest
conversations will need to take place surrounding priorities and realistic outcomes for the shortterm. If immediate wins are not witnessed there is a significant possibility that the community will
once again be filled with doubt and disappointment.
However, given the current economic development staff and The Partnership’s leadership, we have
little doubt that Vicksburg-Warren County will soon be a model in the state for innovation, arts and
engaged community.
VisionFirst would like to thank The Partnership and the community for affording us this
opportunity to work with your team. It has been our pleasure to work with you and this community
to explore the limitless potential the county possesses. We look forward to a continued partnership
as we witness unprecedented transformation in Vicksburg-Warren County.
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Appendix I: Key Stakeholders
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Paul Adams, DSRC Technical Lead, Army Engineer Research and Development Center
Dr. Gary Anderton, Director Human Capital Office, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers-USACE C3
Ronnie Andrews, President, Vicksburg Insurance Agency
John Arnold, Supervisor District, Warren County Supervisor
Bess Averett, Board Member, Vicksburg Convention & Visitors Bureau
Bruce Barnett, Plant Manager, Vicksburg Metal & Plastics
Matt Bell, Co-Founder, The Anthony
Brother Blackburn, Owner, Blackburn Motors
Donald G Brown, Warren County Director, Warren-Yazoo Behavioral Health
Mark Buys, Board President, BancorpSouth Bank
Tim Cantwell, President and Director, Cantwell-Anderson, Inc.
Mike Carlisle, General Manager, Vicksburg Mall
Chris Chatham, Director of Marketing & Player Development, Ameristar Casinos
Kim Crawford, Administrative Director, Heritage House Retirement Center
Billy Crozier, General Manager, Cannon Motors of Mississippi
Elyce Curry, Sales Manager, Vicksburg Convention Center
Buddy Dees, Attorney, Ellis, Dees & Sadler Law Firm
Kane Ditto, Principal, StateStreet Group, LLC
Brady Ellis, Owner, Rocky Mountain Chocolate Factory
Stefani Evans, Finance and Insurance, Cannon Motors of Mississippi
George Flaggs, Mayor, City of Vicksburg
Jane Flowers, Former Executive Director, Vicksburg-Warren County Chamber of Commerce
Lynn Foley, Director of Sales, Marriott Courtyard
Linda Fondern, Author, Shape Up Sisters
Bill Fulcher, Administrator, Mission Primary Care
Richard George, Supervisor, Warren County Board of Supervisors
Devon Gijsbers, Civil Engineer, U.S. Army Corp of Engineers
Margaret Gilmer, President, Warren County Port Commission
Austin Golding, President, Golding Barge Line
Colonel Bryan Green, Commander, Army Engineer Research and Development Center
Jan Griffey, General Manager, Vicksburg Post
Carl Hearn, Quality Manager, Batesville Company
Will Hood, Owner, Beechwood Restaurant
Kim Hopkins, Executive Director, Vicksburg Main Street
Briggs Hopson, Attorney, Teller Hassell & Hopson, LLP
Tom Isaac, Manager, Foam Packaging Inc.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dr. Carol Johnson, Blast Load Simulator, Army Engineer Research and Development Center
Nick Jones, Owner Operator, Chick-fil-A Vicksburg
Pastor Dexter Jones, Triumphant Baptist Church, Kings Community Representative
Beth Jones, Retired, Retired from the U.S. Corp. of Engineers
Bill Justice, Superintendent, Vicksburg National Military Park
Christi Kilroy, Director of Communications, Vicksburg-Warren School District
Joe Ladell, Director of Sales, Hampton Inn
Jenny Laird, Unmanned Aircraft Systems coordinator, Army Engineer Research and
Development Center
Rusty Larsen, Owner, Rusty’s Riverfront Grill
Chris Lewis, Research Computer Scientist, Army Engineer Research and Development Center
Keith Martin, Ship Simulator, Army Engineer Research and Development Center
Stacey Massey, Executive Director, Southern Cultural Heritage Center
Michael Mayfield, Alderman, City of Vicksburg North Ward
Josh McBride, Associate Partner, May & Company LLP
Shelia McKinnis, Customer Service Rep, Entergy
Tyler McNeal, Commercial Relationship Manager Associate, Trustmark National Bank
Chuck Miller, Manager, Vicksmetal Corporation
Marvin Moak, Vice President Vicksburg Campus, Hinds Community College
Riley Nelson, Tax Associate, May & Company LLP
Terry Nettles, General Manager, Holiday Inn
Ragan Nosser, Owner, Rowdy’s Family Restaurant
Wally Powell, National Retail Account Executive, Sprint
Tim Reeves, President, Vicksburg Newsmedia LLC
Ben Richaud, CEO, Merit Health River Region
Cory Rickrode, Owner, Baer House Bed & Breakfast
Melanie Roach, Owner, McDonald's Franchise
Charles Selmon, Supervisor District, Warren County Supervisor
Chad Shealy, Superintendent, Vicksburg-Warren School District
Colleen Small, Owner, Cedar Grove Bed & Breakfast
Kimberly Smith Community Relations & Marketing Director Assistant Manage, The Lofts at
First National
Patrick Smith, President Owner, Yazoo River Towing, Vicksburg Plant Food
Blake Teller, Attorney, Teller, Hassell & Hopson, LLP
Billy Townsend, Plant Manager, Gavilon Grain
Craig Watkins, Director District III, Neil Gas
Michael Wesley, Plant Manager, Falco Chemical Inc.
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ORLANDO
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Winter Park, FL 32789
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